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lthough I was raised with a strong Jewish identity, I did not attend a
Jewish day school and “Torah learning” was considered equivalent to
preparation for a bar mitzvah, and not much beyond. Now located on
the western tip of Texas since 2004, my wife, son, and I have fairly limited
opportunities to expand our Jewish knowledge. A big difference, though, is
Partners in Torah. Thanks to its phone-learning program, I began regular
learning with my partner, Akiva G, in 2006, moving from Pirkei Avot on to
Mishna. Our weekly session not only teaches me the meaning of the text,
but also helps me improve my Hebrew reading skills, so that I can keep up
with my son Judah (a 4th-grader at the El Paso Jewish Academy, our local
day school). Akiva is patient with my varied questions (whether or not they
directly relate to the Mishna at hand) and emails me answers during the week
on the rare occasions when he cannot give them during the call.
It is heartening how our differences in background do not hinder and even
enhance our learning. Our relationship extends beyond being partners in
Torah; we also exchange holiday greetings or gifts and share in each other’s
milestones. For one year, each week’s learning was dedicated in the merit
and memory of my father-in-law, of blessed memory. When an academic
conference I attended in 2007 brought me to Brooklyn, I had the pleasure
of meeting Akiva. After havdalah, he picked me up from the conference and
brought me to his home to meet his family and to learn at the table.

It feels increasingly important to model for Judah how Jewish learning
is a lifelong commitment and joy, and how distance from a large Jewish
community need not be a barrier. He often sees me on the phone with an
open volume of Mishna as he heads to bed, and actively participates in our
Shabbat lunch discussions of the weekly Partners in Torah newsletter (Parsha
Partner). While time will tell whether El Paso is meant to be a long-term home
for me and my family (as I have a tenured position at the university here), I
am so grateful that Partners in Torah offers an avenue for continued Jewish
learning and growth between any two cities telephones can connect!
B’Shalom,
Larry Lesser
El Paso, Texas
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David
Magerman:

The Kohelet Foundation is a new
player in the world of Jewish
philanthropy. David Magerman,
the Kohelet Foundation’s dynamic
founder, is a man with a mission: to revitalize American Jewish education for
today’s children.
How does one man make a difference to the Jewish people? Ask David
Magerman, who has single-handedly revitalized Jewish education in
Philadelphia. After years of working as a successful software developer,
David decided to devote his time and efforts to the Jewish community,
specifically through his newly founded Kohelet Foundation. Recognizing that
children who receive a Jewish Day School education are more likely to grow
into adults who remain committed to Jewish laws, customs, and values, the
Kohelet foundation was designed to increase Jewish commitment helping
make Day School education more affordable by raising the standards of
Jewish education.
David and his wife Debra both come from traditional backgrounds, and David
himself has been studying for several years with Partners in Torah. According
to David, “Partners in Torah has truly enriched and deepened my experience
of Judaism as well as my practical Torah knowledge.” It is David’s awareness
of the beauty of Torah study that has led him to make Jewish education his
life’s goal.
Over the years, David has been involved in many philanthropic endeavors,
including Partners in Torah, the Tali initiative, and the In His Image
Foundation in Israel. The project closest to David’s heart, however, is helping
improve Jewish education back home in Philadelphia. According to David, he
was surprised and dismayed to discover that day schools in the Philadelphia
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area were not drawing young families to the community. Rather than simply
bemoaning the state of affairs, he decided to do something to drastically
improve the efficiency and affordability of day schools in the entire Delaware
Valley. That something became the Kohelet Foundation.
The Kohelet Foundation is designed to help day schools achieve their goal of
raising a new generation of Jewishly committed adults. Actually, according
to David, the real goal of the Kohelet Foundation is not to exist! “I would
like Jewish schools today to be able to utilize their own resources without
needing the help of organizations like my own,” says David. “Until then,
however, there is still a great deal of work that we can be doing to improve
Jewish education today. Our goal is to have quality Day School education
available to every child in the Delaware Valley and for Day Schools to become
a more valuable asset to our community.”
Joy Goldstein, who matches David’s passion for increasing Jewish commitment
through education, joins him in running the Kohelet Foundation. In Joy’s
words, it is inspiring to work with David. He is a philanthropist with a clear
vision driven by unwavering passion for Jewish education and observance.
He is refreshingly honest, caring and thoughtful. His commitment to the
Jewish Day School agenda is unprecedented in Philadelphia. David’s drive
and enthusiasm bring to mind another famous Jewish philanthropist who,
like David, retired from the business world at age 40 to devote himself to the
Jewish community. His name is legendary in the Jewish world and has become
synonymous with kindness, philanthropy, and love of the Jewish people. He
was Sir Moses Montefiore. Like Sir Moses, David has devoted his life to his
community and has accomplished a tremendous amount in the first year
of his endeavors. Like Sir Moses and his wife Judith, may David and Debra
Magerman maintain their dedication to the Jewish community for many years
to come.
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The best of what’s new in the world of
Jewish living and learning that can inform,
educate and inspire you!

ISRAEL. BEEN THERE.
DONE THAT. NOW WHAT?
It’s the challenge facing virtually anyone involved in Jewish identitybuilding.

Amber also built up points by participating in various Shabbat events, and by
entering Jewpiter’s ‘Bestpics’ competition. Her photo came in second place!

For the thousands—many, many thousands—of Jewish college-age students
going to Israel each year, whether through Birthright or other programs, the
challenge is unanimous.
Where do we go from here? Jewpiter, of course.
Responding to the “now what?” challenge, Partners in Torah has created the
ultimate opportunity for students to supercharge their Jewish identity while
earning their way to a free, all-expenses-paid trip to Israel.
Jewpiter, a unique rewards program, offers “mileage” for involvement in
almost anything Jewish. Did Shabbat? Why not get Jewpiter miles for it?
Attended a great lecture or volunteered for a Jewish cause? Great! These and
a host of other activities are on Jewpiter’s approved-for-miles list. Need more
miles? Open your MacBook or pick up your Blackberry and join an online
class. Earn 5,000 Jewpiter miles – at your own pace – and find yourself back
in Israel.
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Instead of telling students what they must do, Jewpiter allows students to
tailor their program according to their own interests. Heather Tzall, Jewpiter’s
project manager, says it best: “You can see that Jewpiter is about the students
finding their own personal connection to Judaism. […] [You] are not confined
to any one organization or set of activities, and [you] have the flexibility to
get involved with a range of different organizations and programs – both on
and off campus.”
Amber Ikeman, entering her junior year at the University of Central Florida,
accumulated her miles over the course of the past school year, mostly through
weekly sessions with her phone-study partner, Penina. “We’ve covered a lot
of different topics,” she says. “We talk about the upcoming holidays and
different Jewish events. […] I’m also very interested in spirituality—I am
always asking lots of questions about Judaism’s perspective on different
things, and about the different ways of life.”
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Amber’s miles brought her back to Israel this past spring on Pathways, a
three-week land of Israel and Jewish values exploration trip. In addition to
touring and attending lectures, she’s studying part-time at the Midreshet
Rachel College for women. She plans to continue her Jewish learning as soon
as she returns to America.
Geoff Singer left his home town of Houston, TX, right after Pesach for David
Shapell College of Jewish Studies in Jerusalem, where he is planning to
spend the remainder of the calendar year. He reached this goal after just
four months of various Shabbat experiences and Torah study projects. “With
this trip to Israel, I’m really hoping to become much more of a self-sufficient
learner. Once I go back to work, I’d like to be able to learn much more
independently than before, and not have to rely on other people as much to
get information. I’m also trying to pick up as many Jewish concepts, practices
and ideas as I can—anything that makes a Jew a Jew!”
Students can put in as much or as little time per week as they like — anything
from a few minutes to a few hours. Campus life can be hectic and student
calendars fill up fast, so there’s no pressure to complete the program in a
specific amount of time. Heather describes this aspect of Jewpiter’s flexibility:
“During finals period, [you] can put it on hold, and when [you] have more
time, [you] can just pick up where [you] left off.”

Sarah Wolk, a Judaic studies major at Brown, signed up for Jewpiter at the
end of last summer, and by January was already eligible to participate in
a 3-week Hasbara Fellowships trip. “After speaking with the Jewpiter rep
who contacted me after I signed up,
I knew that this would be a great
learning opportunity. But I never
imagined I would be able to get back
to Israel so fast! It only took me three
and a half months.” Sarah accrued
most of her miles through phonestudy, meetings with her local rabbi,
Shabbat dinners, and online classes.
Sarah was also an active participant
in Maimonides, a campus Jewish
leadership program that includes weekly classes and seminars as well as
the occasional Shabbat retreat and field trip. Through Maimonides, Sarah

Back in school, Sarah says that while it can be pretty tough to stay plugged
into Judaism while immersed in a non-Jewish environment—not to mention
while bearing the load of a full college schedule—Jewpiter has definitely
inspired her to take the time to continue her Jewish growth and learning. “It
really gives me an outlet to connect to the Jewish world.”
And, there is no need to worry about obtaining enough miles. “With the
incentive of being able to submit miles for many different types of Jewish
activities,” says Geoff, “Jewpiter really motivates you to do more than you
would normally probably do. Even though I’m often very tired on Shabbat, I
would always think to myself, ‘If I can get 150 miles to attend a lecture, why
not?’”
does more than give students a way to stay connected; it basically
hands them a ticket back to Israel.
Jewpiter

How’s that for an answer to the “now what’” question?
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received a stipend, allowing her to attend a summer trip to Israel offered
through Meor.
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a letter from

our publisher

Especially over these last five years, my family and I have had the opportunity
to learn from many different people – in some cases individually and in many
cases as a family. We have attended classes, read books, listened to classes
on the phone and watched them online.
As our families head back to school, as usual, we also prepare to meet the
New Year on Rosh Hashana. This is the best time to plan a great educational
year for your entire family. In “Jewish Learning is a Family Affair,” on page 30,
Charlotte Friedland writes about how learning Torah together as a family can
bring Judaism to life and enhance family time in a deeply meaningful way.

And don’t miss the inspiring story of Alan “Shlomo” Veingrad – former Dallas
Cowboys football player – about how he and his family have tackled Jewish
learning the same way he approached his career in the NFL.
With so many learning opportunities available, the only challenge is setting
your course and sticking with it. We hope this issue will help set you off
towards a truly fulfilling year of Jewish inspiration and blessing.
Robin Meyerson
602-469-1606
rmeyerson@ajspirit.com
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T

his is the fifth Rosh Hashanah issue of Jewish Spirit magazine! We are
very grateful for the opportunity to present this issue to you and we
thank our advertisers for helping make that happen. Please help us out
by supporting them and letting them know where you saw their ad.

Continuing our “Back to School” theme, is an article about a groundbreaking
new project by the Kohelet Foundation to make Jewish education more
affordable and accessible (page 40). If you have not heard about ProjectSinai.
org, you can read about it on page 22 – it is a revolutionary new website that
enables interactive classes with world-class Jewish teachers for anyone on
the globe.

ajs | for your life

Back to School Safety Tips
A Sweet New Year Depends on a Safe & Healthy Body
Reading, writing and arithmetic aren’t the only things that children need to
help them prepare for back to school in the fall. There several are several
health and safety tips that will get their year off to a great start. In order for
your children’s soul’s to soar, you need to keep their body in prime shape.
With swine flu out there this season, we should all be paying extra attention
to keeping our children safe and strong.

Experts are predicting a bad
season of swine flu. Instruct
your children not to share drinks or other snacks with their friends, or to
share personal hygiene products. Also, teach your child to sneeze into a
tissue or other disposable substance when he can, or to sneeze into the crook
of his arm if none are available.

Here are some back-to-school tips provided by Children’s Healthcare of
Atlanta:
For outdoor play, children’s clothing and outerwear should be free of
drawstrings and should fit snugly to minimize the risk of getting stuck in a
piece of equipment.

Help your child avoid lower back pain and injury this school year: When
fully loaded, your child’s backpack should weigh less than 15 percent of his
body weight. To help your child know what this weight feels like, use your
bathroom scale to measure the right backpack load.
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Tell your children to wash their hands for as long as it takes them to sing
their ABCs, “Row, Row, Row Your Boat” or the “Happy Birthday” song.” Use an
antibacterial soap with warm water for best results.

Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta, one of the leading
pediatric healthcare systems in the country, is pleased
to offer summer tips for parents and their children. Visit
their website at www.choa.org.
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Our
Children’s Heroes?
who are

by Lori Palatnik

G

rowing up as a girl in Toronto, I can’t
say I had any real heroes. Being a girl
in the 60s and 70s, I wasn’t into sports,
and the music I listened to was the Beatles, the
Monkees, Jackson 5 and The Osmonds – but they
weren’t my heroes.
I guess I did idolize my first-grade teacher, Miss
Hoffman. She had long brown hair that flipped
up at the ends like Marlo Thomas in “That Girl.”
That year, she married someone (with the same
last name) and became “Mrs. Hoffman.” She was
happy and patient and loving.
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My husband told me that when he was growing up
in suburban Chicago, the sports players were his
heroes, and that is why he did not discourage our
son when he began to avidly follow sports. While
we were living in Denver a number of years ago,
my son would shoot baskets in our driveway for
hours. “I’m Kobe,” he would say. Kobe Bryant, star
of the Los Angeles Lakers, was his hero.
And then Kobe came to Colorado and was accused
of a crime that violated his wedding vows in a
very public way. He was arrested, there was a
court case, and the sports pages looked more
like the front pages of a tabloid. We stopped our
newspaper subscription.
A few months back, A-Rod (Alexander Rodriguez),
the star of the New York Yankees, added his
name to those caught using steroids. He was
“young and stupid” he said. Young and stupid at
24. I wonder what Manny Ramirez – the newest

baseball superstar on that list – would say – he
was caught at age 37.
This past summer, Michael Jackson died, and with
all of the melodramatic coverage, you would think
he was the Pope instead of the eccentric, drugged
out star who was accused of immoral acts against
children.
Need I go on? Who can our kids look up to
today? Who can they admire, revere and aspire

Who can our kids look up
to today? Who can they
admire, revere and aspire
to emulate?
to emulate? Our public figures are so easily
corrupted, as fame and fortune insidiously eat
away at any morality they possess.
Who does that leave? It leaves us. We must be
our children’s heroes. We must live in a way that
we represent to them values and morality that
they will want to emulate.
Our Torah relates the story of Joseph, the son
of Jacob who was sold off as a slave by his
brothers. Purchased by Potiphar, an officer of
the Pharaoh, Joseph soon found himself in the

sights of Potiphar’s wife. (There was a reason that
Donny Osmond played Joseph on Broadway – we
are told that he was very handsome.) One day,
she cornered him and propositioned him rather
forcefully – but he resisted and ran away, landing
in jail thanks to her vengeance.
After that he is called Joseph the Righteous One.
He resisted even though in Egyptian society it
was not considered immoral to be intimate out
of wedlock. And no one else was around and
it would not be known. What made him resist?
The Midrash says that “he saw his father’s face.”
He saw Jacob’s face - his father who he had not
seen in years, and who he may never see again.
Nevertheless, he thought to himself, “If I am the
son of this man, how could I possibly do such a
thing?”
That is what we are aiming for with our kids. You
cannot follow them around forever telling them
what to do -- to resist this temptation or that.
But you hope and pray that they have watched
you live a life of value and integrity, and that you
represent something powerful in their eyes. And
when they are tempted by something, you pray
that they “see your face” and think, “If I am their
son or daughter, how could I possibly do such a
thing?”
Who are your children’s heroes? Make sure you
ajs
are.
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fout years later and still waiting

help sorely needed for
		 families of Gush Katif

R

ivka still runs a charity organization. She is still surrounded by her onetime neighbors from Gush Katif. But she no longer lives in a flourishing
town on the Gaza coast, and her neighbors no longer contribute their
crops. Instead, those same Yad Ezra drivers who once collected from the
region’s farmers now donate to them instead, delivering produce weekly,
and in partnership with the National Council of Young Israel, dispatching
huge trucks filled with food before major Jewish holidays.
Always sensitive to maintaining the dignity of her neighbors, Rivka calls only
a few families at a time, saying: “Your food is here.” As one shift leaves the
next arrives, ensuring that order reigns, even as cars arrive from as close by
as Sderot and as far away as the Golan.
“After Yom Kippur, I asked myself: ‘How will I feed my children this Sukkos?’”
one resident said. “It was the middle of the afternoon: My sons and I put
on tefillin, and we prayed as though it were Yom Kippur again, crying and
pleading: ‘Hashem, we did our part, now You do Yours.’ We finished our
prayers ... and the telephone rang. It was Rivka: ‘There are boxes of food
waiting for you. ...’
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This well-ordered system of giving, and the relationship it reflects between
the National Council of Young Israel (NCYI) and the Gush Katif communities,
began four years ago. When disengagement loomed on the horizon, a
50-person Young Israel mission came to spend Shabbos with those who even
then continued to hope for a miracle. It was the “beginning of a beautiful
friendship” between NCYI and these people.
In those first autumn weeks after the evacuation, as families faced Rosh
Hashanah and Sukkos stranded in cramped hotel rooms, 10,000 boxes of
clothing arrived in Israel, the result of a massive clothing drive coordinated
by the National Council.
Gush Katif was once home to 9,000 Jews. But then came the decision of the
Israeli government to “disengage” from Gush Katif. Its residents protested
and prayed for a reversal of the decree, But all too soon it was Aug. 15,

2005 — three days after Tishah B’Av, with its legacy of tragedy for the Jewish
people.
It is four years since the disengagement and most members of the global
Jewish community assume that, having received the promised financial
redress for their losses, the Gush Katif evacuees have rebuilt their homes,
farms, and communities in new locations. This is sadly not true. About
750 families still live in temporary caravans in Nitzan, a town not far from
Ashkelon. Many have not even been able to find jobs and are living with very
limited resources.
Rabbi Pesach Lerner, executive vice president of the National Council of
Young Israel, and Yossi Goldberger of Yad Ezra, decided to combine the
resources of their organizations to help the families of Gush Katif – especially
to make sure they have food for Shabbat and the holidays. A partnership
was established between the two organizations as Pesach Lerner and Yossi
Goldberger became a team, united in their passion to bring relief and joy to
the abandoned evacuees of Gush Katif.
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“I need you to invite two families for Yom Tov,” comes his request. What Jew
would turn down families in need for chag? Your answer: “Of course. Where
are they from?” “They live in Israel,” comes Yossi’s reply. “In Israel? But I live
in America. How will you get them to me?” “Why don’t you give me a check
instead — and I’ll make sure Nitzan’s families have food this Pesach. ...”
That Sukkos, every family received fish, chicken, meat, canned goods, drinks
and children’s treats galore.
One man approached me after Sukkos. “I want to say thank you for the
Coca-Cola you gave us. ... You see, when you’re out of a job, the first thing you
give up is soda. But when I put that bottle on our holiday table, my 5-year
old gazed up at me with a look of respect I have not seen for a long time.”

-

Shalom, Yad Ezra driver

To donate in U.S.: Contact
National Council of Young Israel
111 John Street, Suite 450
New York, New York 10038
Tel: (212) 929-1525
Donate on the web at
WWW.YOUNG ISRAEL.ORG
Click on DONATE and choose THE GUSH KATIF CAMPAIGN
To arrange a visit, contact Rabbi Pesach Lerner at the National Council of
Young Israel office: (212) 929-1525 or execvp@youngisrael.org.
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We can indeed mourn from the loss of Gush Katif. But we can also rebuild
their pride and self respect. We can give them a reason to hope and an
opportunity to rejoice. As we celebrate our sukkot we can give to our fellow
Jews — the men and women who once lived in Gush Katif.

AROUND THE JEWISH WEB
KosherTube.com

by Amy Dubitsky
KOSHERTUBE.COM

Our small Jewish world is about to become smaller. The next time a stranger stops you and
says, “You look so familiar,” it could be because they saw your latest video on KosherTube.
KosherTube is a new website that is the place to go if you would like to share an entertaining
video or a family simcha. Families share videos of their daily activities from Florida to
Jerusalem. They share simchas and camping trips and those funny moments you just have
to share, like the woman who was ecstatic over the surprise visit of her son and daughterin- law. It was obvious that they hadn’t seen each other for a long time; the shocked woman
couldn’t stop exclaiming, “Oh my G-d! I’m so happy!” She said it so many times that you can’t
help but laugh out loud.
Since it is a relatively new site, KosherTube needs you to help it reach its potential.
KosherTube has a board of Rabbis that set down guidelines as to what is or is not a “kosher”
video and all submissions will be previewed before they are posted for all to see. But
KosherTube, while it does produce some of its own original content, is at its best when
Jewish people from around the world try to share a bit of joy from their own lives with
others.
While you can go to KosherTube to watch a Torah lecture or view a cooking demonstration, KosherTube stands out on the web because of its potential to make
our global Jewish community closer. And, of course, because of its potential to make you laugh out loud.

My Kaddish.com

MY KADDISH.COM

Saying Kaddish can be a very rewarding experience, although it may seem daunting at the
outset. When losing a parent, a mourner is faced with an onslaught of new emotions - as
well as a need to make arrangements for the funeral, shiva and a life that will never be
quite the same. The commitment to say Kaddish for 11 months can present a challenge, but
it provides a profound opportunity for a child to honor their parent’s life.
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The short prayer, though, is not readily understandable, nor is its meaning clear regarding
the parent who has passed on. MyKaddish.com is a new website sponsored by Partners in
Torah and The Afikim Foundation. At MyKaddish.com, you download the text of Kaddish
along with its translation and transliteration. There are brief explanations of the laws of
mourning and how a person should conduct themselves when visiting someone who is sitting
shiva. You can even request a free, personal phone tutor to help you better understand the
laws and meaning of Kaddish.
As explained on the website, “children are a physical and spiritual extension of their parents, and, to a degree, parents live on in their children. For this reason,
the actions of children are able to have the most profound impact on the departed soul of a parent.”
If there is no one available to say Kaddish three times a day every day (if there are no children or if no one is able to attend
synagogue regularly), the family should try to appoint someone to say it for them, hiring someone if necessary. MyKaddish.com can
make these arrangements for those who need them.
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AROUND THE JEWISH WEB
TorahMedia.com

by Amy Dubitsky

TorahMedia.com
Are you the type of person who is always on the go, but still wants to be in the know?
Torahmedia.com is for you. Possibly the most extensive assortment of downloadable
lectures available on the web, Torahmedia.com has over 7,000 free lectures and music files
to download.
Under the auspices of Project Genesis, TorahMedia.com has set out to preserve as many
existing lectures from audiotape as possible and to make them easily available online.
What perhaps makes Torahmedia.com most impressive is the way it is organized. You can
find exactly what you are looking for by clicking on categories based on name of lecturer,
Holidays, Texts, Jewish Law, Spirituality, Outlook, History, and Music. So no matter what you
are looking for, you can find it with ease.

In addition to the complementary selections, visitors to TorahMedia.com will find many
titles available for purchase. TorahMedia.com also offers membership to a program they call
their “Lending Library,” where, for $9.95 per month, members can download up to 15 audio
files at a time. How does this work? The website uses an honor system that asks members to erase downloaded files after they have reached their maximum
allotment. Click on the “help” icon for complete details.
With over 17,000 titles to choose from, this site is the perfect place to find knowledge and inspiration from today’s best presenters. Whether you are starting
on the road to spiritual growth or have been studying for many years, you are sure to find a regular source of classes you’ll love to listen to.
Chinuch.org

Chinuch.org
Chinuch, which means education in Hebrew, is the heart of the Jewish people - especially
when it comes to educating children. Chinuch.org is a resource used by people around the
world who are involved in Jewish education as a teacher or as a parent. Teachers upload
curricula, tests, worksheets, art projects, clip art and ideas for use by other teachers, rabbis,
youth leaders and parents.

Subjects are divided by general age groups and then by topic. There are even sections for
special education and Kiruv, so anyone can easily find teaching materials that are appropriate for their specific group of students.
“I home school my kids on Maui, Hawaii,” writes Danit Schusterman, “and your website is such a tremendous resource for us! From activities, to worksheets
and all-around great ideas, we truly appreciate it!” Users as far away as France and Hong Kong have posted comments, illustrating
the extensive use of the site. Students from preschool to high school are enjoying a better Jewish education thanks to Chinuch.org.
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Though the site is funded by Torah U’Mesorah – the National Society for Hebrew Day Schools
primarily for classroom teachers, parents who need these resources for their children are
welcome to use them. “Every parent is a teacher in his or her own right,” says Mrs. Aliza
Shapiro, of Chinuch.org, located in St. Louis. She encourages parents who are the sole or
major educator of their child’s Jewish education to make use of the same materials that are
used in the best day schools and yeshivot.

THE JEWISH SPIRIT BOOK CLUB
A Principal’s Principles
by Rabbi Binyomin Ginsberg
Encouraging Messages for Parents from a Noted
Educator
Rabbi Binyomin Ginsberg, Dean of Torah Academy
in Minneapolis, is a creative and caring educator
and a solutions-oriented principal who is regularly
consulted by educators throughout America. In A
Principal’s Principles, Rabbi Ginsberg is the teacher
and parents are the students – learning how to better communicate with
their kids and their kids’ schools for the purpose of enhancing and enriching
the school experience. The book deals with topics such as homework,

Jerusalem: Footsteps Through Time
By Ahron Horovitz
Jerusalem: Footsteps Through Time provides everything
one needs in the way of a guidebook, and its handy,
pocket-size format makes it the perfect on-thespot companion. Filled with invaluable information,
color photographs, and vivid diagrams, it is a useful
educational tool as well as the perfect souvenir of a
visit to the Holy Land.
Packed with illuminating text, evocative, full-color photos, easy-to-follow
maps and directions, this comprehensive and convenient travel guide takes

The Cliff Line
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by M Wiseman
Mike and Jeremy are roommates at a top university and
best of friends. Mike is an introverted sixteen-year-old
genius, too smart to follow any curriculum and an enigma
to his wealthy family and friends. Jeremy, a rising talent,
is out to prove himself to the world. Their creativity
and raw brilliance combine with boredom and lack of
direction to leave them both unsure of themselves and of their futures.

“effective” parental love, the emotional and behavioral spillover from home
to classroom, academic pressure, special education, bullying and more.
“The focus of A Principal’s Principles is to make the lives of our children
better,” says Rabbi Ginsberg. “Parents and teachers alike have the awesome
responsibility to guard and protect the sensitive, young treasure the Creator
has entrusted to them.”
Parents who do their homework are better informed and better equipped to
help their children succeed in life as well as in school.
Artscroll/Mesorah Publications, 351 Pages, Hard Cover,
www.artscroll.com

readers on ten carefully charted walks through Jerusalem’s Old City: the
most fascinating and history-filled corner of the world! Readers can follow
in the footsteps of Abraham, march alongside King David, join in the building
of Solomon’s Temple, explore the wonders of the Western Wall, discover
underground Jerusalem, and then marvel at the splendor of a vibrant,
modern Jewish Quarter.
From Creation to the Crusades, from the Six Day War to the present day, it’s
all here! Whether readers take one walk, two, or all ten, it’s bound to add up
to the experience of a lifetime.
Feldheim Publications, 356 Pages, Soft Cover, www.feldheim.com

results? A brainy, zany mixture of action and thrill-seeking, academic and
social stardom, exploration of the outer realms of technology and the human
mind… all in search of meaning and fulfillment.
The Cliff Line comes to you from a sixteen-year-old, first-time author whose
refreshing perspective and creative mind spin together an intriguing story of
friendship, family, success and self-doubt that leads to a deeper examination
of what it’s all about.
Israel Book Shop, 232 Pages, Hard Cover,
www.israelbookshop.com

Thrown into the mix is the family of a rabbi on campus whose home is
available for students to socialize and explore their Jewish roots. The
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Battle Plans
By Rebbetzin Tziporah Heller &
Sara Yoheved Rigler
Unlikely Generals: Rebbetzin Tziporah Heller and Sara
Rigler make “Battle Plans”
Rebbetzin Tziporah Heller and Sara Yoheved Rigler,
those two women of peace, are now two women at
war. It’s a war against the enemy within – the yetzer hara, the inclination
towards bad choices and negative behavior that lurks within us all. Their
battle strategy doesn’t come from West Point or war games; it is culled from
the Jewish Sages. Their new book, Battle Plans: How to Fight the Yetzer Hara,
combines profound scholarship, a deep understanding of human emotions,
and a lot of marvelous true stories. Drawing upon the wisdom of the Maharal,
the Ramchal and Chassidic and mussar masters, the authors examine what
the Torah has to say about battling our evil inclination and adapt this wisdom
into 54 “battle plans,” practical strategies to incorporate into our lives.
Battle Plans is a book by two unusual women, unlikely generals in an eternal
battle.
Shaar Press, 280 Pages, Hard Cover, www.artscroll.com

Living With G-d In The 21st Century
By Rabbi Yosef Gabay
As Jews living in modern-day society, we are plagued with
challenging questions that resonate to the foundations of
our Jewish beliefs. Why do our prayers remain unanswered?
How do we achieve the ultimate spiritual bliss? Are we
living through the Messianic Era?

Each chapter, topically arranged, breaks down the various facets of each
concern and addresses them in easy-to-understand language. Rabbi Gabay
discusses topics including the connection between man and G-d, destiny
versus free will, the immortality of the soul, and the credibility of Judaism.
Complete with an appendix which includes Nachmanides famous letter to his
son and an explanation of the Noahide laws.
Feldheim Publications, 248 Pages, Hard Cover,
www.feldheim.com
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In Living With G-d in the 21st Century, Rabbi Yosef Gabay grapples with a wide
spectrum of struggles that persist in contemporary Judaism. Through this
insightful and well-researched work, the author strives to assist his readers
in understanding these deep issues as they pertain to basic Judaism, the
individual, and service to G-d.

The Wisdom in the Hebrew
Months

relates to one of twelve different ways in which the four letters of G-d’s
sacred Name can be arranged.

By Zvi Ryzman
This impressive volume is a groundbreaking effort to
uncover the fascinating layers of meaning associated
with the dynamics of the Jewish calendar. The book
is divided into two sections, each dealing with one
of two unique dimensions explored by the kabbalah
regarding the cycle of the Jewish months.

What do the months and the respective tribes have in common? What is the
significance of the twelve different spellings of God’s name? What do they
tell us about the Creator and the many roles each Jew plays in the Divine
scheme of creation? These are just a few of the questions answered by this
extraordinary book.
Artscroll/Mesorah Publications, 356 Pages, Hard Cover,
www.artscroll.com

The first section examines how each month corresponds to one of the twelve
tribes. The second section is based on the kabbalistic idea that each month

Map Seeker
By Leah Kotkes
Weaving life reflections with her extraordinary
journey, Leah Kotkes spins a tale of herself as a
highly-motivated young lady in conflict with her own
choices. Personal salvation presents itself one day
in the form of an American visitor who invited her
into a new world which altered her life forever. At
the age of twenty-eight, after traveling the globe to
satiate the hunger in her soul, the author has an encounter that refocused
her spiritual quest.

inspiring world of her Jerusalem adulthood. All of her story is her own; parts
of her story are every woman’s….
The Map Seeker: One Woman’s Quest vividly portrays a spectrum of truelife challenges and difficulties—yet the author’s ability to transform them
into spiritual, tangible, opportunities makes her story a rich portrayal of
discovery.
This book is written for anyone who has ever asked: Why am I here? Can this
be it? How can I find spiritual balance in a chaotic world? It is written for
every person in search of her individual truth.
Israel Book Shop, 304 Pages, Hard Cover,

In this deeply personal memoir, Leah Kotkes introduces us to two worlds: the
Rolls Royce world of her London childhood and the uniquely spiritual and

The Kosher Kitchen
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By Rabbi Binyomin Forst
Whether you are a beginner or a veteran, this is
the book about keeping kosher you’ve been waiting
for. More accessible than the advanced volumes but
much more thorough and comprehensive than the
overviews, this book is the reference you need to
keep a kosher kitchen all year round.
In clear and highly understandable language, Rabbi Binyomin Forst discusses
the basic principles of keeping kosher with all the practical ramifications.
Among the many topics included are how to re-kosher utensils that have
become unkosher, milk/meat issues related to ovens, microwaves, and
dishwashers and a comprehensive “tevilah chart” showing which utensils

www.israelbookshop.com

require immersion in the mikvah. It also includes a step-by-step guide to
preparing the kitchen for Passover and a detailed index.
also explains how to avoid problematic situations and
how to recognize when you have a question on your hands you ought to take
to a reliable rabbinic authority.
The Kosher Kitchen

This beautiful gift edition features: magnificent two-color printing, artquality acid-free paper, deluxe padded cover, head-gilded pages and a ribbon
marker.
Artscroll/Mesorah Publications, 544 Pages, Hard Cover,
www.artscroll.com
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A Breakthrough in
Online
Jewish Inspiration
Sam09> Wow! This is the online Jewish Learning we’ve all been
waiting for!
SinaiAdmin> We’re just getting started – there’s much more to come!

Something Really New in Online Jewish Learning

W

hat happens when you bring together the vision of the Afikim
Foundation, the talent and expertise of filmmakers Rick and
Gary Magder and the next generation in online, live, interactive
broadcasting technology and you share it with dozens of leading organizations,
rabbis, and educators? The answer is Project Sinai.

in Jewish education. Now imagine if all that programming was live and
interactive, so that viewers could interact with program hosts, ask questions
and have discussions with other participants and viewers from around the
world. That’s Project Sinai.

Let’s Talk
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Project Sinai is breaking new ground in bringing dynamic Jewish study and
growth opportunities to Jews around the world. Imagine for a moment a
twenty-four hour cable network delivering dozens of educational, informative
and inspiring Jewish programs. That in itself would be a breakthrough

Project Sinai is live and interactive,
so viewers can chat with program hosts
as they watch, asking questions and
receiving answers. Viewers can even chat
with each other in a separate window.

Once upon a time, the internet was a place where people went to access
information. Later, it became a place where dynamic communities of people
grow and develop. ProjectSinai.org is a place where you can do more than
simply gain access to information and meet people with similar interests.
Project Sinai is a place where you can attend a live, dynamic presentation on
the topic of your choice without ever having to leave the most comfortable
spot in your home.
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The more he learned, the more inspired he became to use his talents to
share the wonders of Judaism with a wide audience. After leaving the glitzy
world of Hollywood stars, he worked for almost a decade as director of the
Department of Media and Broadcasting for the Orthodox Union (OU).

I’m sitting at home in Detroit giving a
presentation and sure enough, this guy
from Alaska shows up in my class. Now
that would have been a heck of a drive.

Rabbi Leiby Burnham, a psychotherapist, educator and writer living in
Detroit, never imagined that someone from Alaska would attend one of his
presentations– but that is exactly what happened. “I’m sitting at home in
Detroit giving a presentation to people who are sitting in different parts of
the world and no one had to worry about what they were going to wear or
even get in their car to attend. And sure enough this guy from Alaska shows
up in my class. Now that would have been a heck of a drive.”

“Over the years,” he says, “as the internet developed I began to see more and
more of an opportunity to mesh all the various assets of film, the web and
other emerging technologies to create a unique platform that could deliver
Jewish inspiration and education in a whole new way to people around the
world. Eventually I made the move to launch Project Sinai. The events we
present are much more like discussions than lectures. It’s not just a speaker
giving a talk online. We enable participants to be a dynamic part of the
program. The technology allows us to create far more interactivity than you
could have in a conventional classroom setting.”

Rick and Gary Magder, co-founders of Project Sinai, are no newcomers to the
world of media and entertainment. Together with their father and brother,
they helped build one of the largest entertainment companies in Canada.
After years of working with some of the biggest names in film, Rick began
pursuing his own quest to discover a deeper dimension to Judaism than he
had encountered as a child.

Lori Palatnik is a highly sought-after speaker and a successful author (and
Jewish Spirit columnist); her Lori Almost Live video blog at aish.com is regularly
viewed by thousands of
people around the world.
“Project Sinai allowed me
to go from almost live to
totally live in a way I
never imagined possible,”
said Lori. “It’s amazing how
I can get instantaneous
involvement and feedback
from the audience. For
instance, in an event about marriage and relationships I took a poll asking
our ‘attendees’ what percentage of married couples they believed were
actually happy. I was immediately able to find out what people thought and
address them where they were coming from.
➲
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From Almost Live, to Live
This fellow from Alaska is
not only able to regularly
attend classes in Detroit,
but he can raise his virtual
hand to ask a question,
respond to the answer,
and if someone else in
the class is particularly interested in his question they can step into a chat
session without leaving the class and without bothering any of the other
participants.
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“In my series about dating and how to find the right one, participants will
be asked to fill out a short questionnaire to help them clarify what they are
looking for in a partner. I present the questions, they ponder their answers
and the teaching and discussion flows from there.”

The Best of the Best
Currently, regular presenters include author and internationally acclaimed
speaker and best-selling
author Rabbi Lawrence
Keleman on effective
parenting skills, Dr.
David Pelcovitz (Director
of Psychology at North
Shore University HospitalNYU School of Medicine
and Clinical Professor of
Psychology in Psychiatry,
at NYU School of Medicine) on a range of issues facing children, adolescents
and their parents, Lori Palatnik’s Virtual Coffee Shop, award-winning author
Shimon Apisdorf on “Israel In a Nutshell,” Judith Leventhal (co-author of
the bestselling Small Miracles series of books) on “Finding Your Own Small
Miracles” and much, much more.
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According to Magder, their plan is to offer a very broad range of content. One
example is a session about coping with stress given by Dr. Bruce Rabin, the
director of the Healthy Living Program at the University of Pittsburg Medical
Center. As soon as he finished the class, he had emails from participants
around the country requesting his free CD.

With Project Sinai, there isn’t a Jew
in the world who cannot literally meet,
learn from, question, and have a
discussion with the most talented
Jewish educators on the planet.
The potential reach of Project Sinai is evident in the fact that even though it
has not yet begun marketing the site, there are already thousands of people
from all over the world signed up to attend classes and workshops.

Customized Channels
Beyond the impact Project Sinai is having on individuals, Jewish organizations
are now able to utilize this unique platform as a means to greatly enhance
the impact of their work. Gary Magder points out that “Jewish Federations
and other large organizations see this as an invaluable tool for connecting to
a geographically and spiritually diverse community. Organizations are able
to create their own customized channel while at the same time displaying
Project Sinai events. This enables organizations to have a more sophisticated
state-of-the-art online presence, allowing them to reach out to their
constituents in a more meaningful way.”

Beyond the impact Project Sinai is having
on individuals, Jewish organizations are
now able to utilize this unique platform
as a means to greatly enhance the
impact of their work.
Rabbi Raphael Butler, President of the Afikim Foundation, captured this
great potential best when he said, “With Project Sinai, there isn’t a Jew in the
world who has an interest
in Jewish insight and
wisdom, that can’t literally
meet, learn from, question,
and have a discussion with
the most talented Jewish
educators on the planet. This really is revolutionary. And we’re just getting
started.”
ajs
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Alan “Shlomo” Veingrad –
Super Bowl Champ Tackles
Torah and Mitzvot
An interview with Alan Veingrad, winner of a Super Bowl ring
and now known as Shlomo - an observant Jew.

by
Robin Davina Meyerson

Alan Veingrad spent seven seasons in the NFL as an offensive lineman, playing for the Green Bay Packers
(1986-90) and then the Dallas Cowboys (1991-92), where he won a Super Bowl ring. Veingrad spent his years
in Dallas protecting Troy Aikman and blocking for Emmitt Smith (who gave him a Rolex watch for helping him
win the NFL rushing title).
Though he always considered himself Jewish, Veingrad didn’t really embrace Judaism until after he
left professional sports.
RM: How long have you been interested in Judaism and Torah?
Something must have grabbed your attention – what was it?
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SV: I started learning Torah in 1995 and it’s been about 5 or 6 years that I have
really been shomer shabbos and focused on learning Torah. I’m 46 years old
and, though I was born in Brooklyn, we left for Miami when I was 3 years old.
Growing up in Miami, I never saw a religious Jew in my life.
Before I was exposed to Judaism, I never knew about all the inspirational
messages in the Torah. As an athlete, I listened to motivational tapes about
inspiration, motivation, about being positive. I thought Judaism focused a
lot on family and holidays and getting together. I didn’t know much about
the spirituality. I thought Judaism was all history. I didn’t know about the
different holidays and what they mean until I started to learn and realized it
is the most inspirational thing ever. It’s all about inspiration. Every holiday
and every Shabbat there’s so much inspiration.

Now as an adult and starting to understand that Judaism is so focused on the
positive in life, I said sign me up. The Torah is mine as a Jew. I want to know
about it.
RM: How did you come to discover this new dimension to
Judaism?

SV: I went to a cousin’s house for a traditional Friday night dinner. Out of the
blue, he asked me ‘Would you go to a Torah class?’ So I went to my first Torah
class a week later. During the first 59 ½ minutes of the one hour class, I just
looked around the house, which belonged to a very wealthy doctor in south
Florida - the chandeliers and the beauty of this house and the pool behind
this house and the lake – thinking about the party I would have in this house
if I owned this house.
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RM: How long now has it been since you starting keeping kosher
and is there any food you miss?

SV: It’s been about 5 to 6 years now. I miss the pancakes at this great little
restaurant in Colorado – but no one can recreate those pancakes – it was
the Colorado altitude. Though in all seriousness, if you are passionate about
something it doesn’t matter about the pancakes. I am passionate about being
kosher so it’s easy. I am passionate about learning. I am passionate about
Shabbos. I apply the same passion that I had for football to my Judaism.
Kosher, Shabbos and Judaism is not part time for me – it’s full time. It’s not
something you can turn on or off. I’m passionate about it.

“I miss when you played football, but you
know – I am prouder of you with your
yarmulke on than I ever was when you
had on a helmet.” – Alan’s Dad
RM: How have your family members reacted to your new

When it came to the last 30 seconds of the class, the rabbi looked right at me,
and he talked about materialism, and he talked about jealousy, and he talked
about if you allow yourself you can become consumed with materialistic
items. The rabbi talked about how it is the Torah that provides purpose and
real meaning in life and how life can be lacking without Torah and then the
rabbi stopped the class and my mouth was wide open. I looked at the rabbi
and I thought he knew exactly what I was thinking.

SV: You have to remember I was a football player and all my family were huge
fans. My big brother is a police officer who has a shrine in his house to all my
football stuff. It was traumatic for him, when I became Torah observant. You
know – just imagine two brothers going out for a beer and now I’ve taken a
different role in life. Yet his pride in his Judaism has just swelled after seeing
his little brother change.

I went to the rabbi afterward and said, ‘Rabbi, I really need to know a lot
more about what you’re talking about. I don’t have any books on the Torah.’
He said, ‘Come back next week. I’ll bring you your first Torah book.’

My mom comes for Shabbat and holidays. She has always wanted more
yiddishkeit in her life. For my dad though it was hard. He was so proud of his
son the football player. He used to go to a sports bar every Sunday and record
all my football games – he made tapes of every game I played It took him a

When I started to understand that Judaism is so focused on
the positive in life, I said sign me up. The Torah is mine as a Jew.
I want to know about it.
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passion?

Now “Playing” at a Synagogue – or Boardroom –
Near You
Shlomo Shares His Lessons as a
Professional Speaker,
Motivator and Entertainer
Alan “Shlomo” Veingrad, Offensive Lineman,
shares his story of being the only Jewish
player on the Super Bowl Champion Dallas
Cowboy Team in 1992. With remarkable candor and alacrity, Shlomo
keeps his audiences spellbound with his accounts of the intense training,
ruthless competitive atmosphere, and performance requirements of
professional football life. He relays his personal breakthroughs and
accomplishments during his five years with the Green Bay Packers and
two years with the Dallas Cowboys playing for legendary coach Jimmy
Johnson alongside hall of fame quarterback Troy Aikman and recordbreaking running back Emmitt Smith.

In Pat Riley’s book Winner, he talks
about planting your feet or you’ll get
run over. It’s the same thing in Judaism.
AJS: What about your wife? Has she been learning Torah too?

SV: My wife and I are on the same page. We grew together. We decided to pull
our kids from public school and put them in day school. Our kids are now 14,
12, and 10 and for them Judaism is a party! They are so happy! Every Friday
and Saturday it’s a major party. We’re loaded with candy and good times. Our
kids grew with us. Sure, they remember Cheesecake Factory and going to a
Saturday matinee movie – but they never wanted to go back. One time, my
oldest daughter was asked by her grandmother if she wanted to go back to
the old times. She just said “no, I don’t.”

In his one-of-a- kind presentations Shlomo vividly relates the discipline
of being a professional athlete and leader of high-performance sales
teams to the process of becoming an observant Jew.
He lived the glamorous life of a retired NFL player. He loved the
attention, the fast pace, the invitations, and the fascinating people… But
he was increasingly aware of a blankness in his heart and an emptiness
in his soul. As Shlomo reacquainted himself with the teachings, values,
and practices of Jewish life he began to get a glimpse of what was
missing. In perhaps his most powerful and very personal presentation,
Shlomo shares the steps that have led to his own spiritual journey where
he has found a deepening sense of contentment and a renewed sense
of purpose.
Visit AlanVeingrad.com or email Alan@AlanVeingrad.com.
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while to get over it. I started asking my dad to come to shul with me but he
said no. “That’s your life – not mine. That’s what you do.”
We’d get together and one time he came to dinner on Rosh Hashanah with
the community at shul. And he really enjoyed himself immensely. He came
another time when we sponsored Kiddush for my son. My dad died about
4 years ago and before he died he said to me, “I miss when you played
football, but you know – I am prouder of you with your yarmulke on than I
ever was when you had on a helmet.”
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Learning Torah is
					 a Family Affair!
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Create a powerful bond by sharing
Jewish knowledge with your child

by Charlotte Friedland

C

enturies before modern psychologists
discovered that children learn in different
ways, wise King Solomon instructed in the
book of Proverbs, “Teach a youth according to his
way; even when he grows old, he will not depart
from it.”
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In Solomon’s day and for centuries afterwards,
Jewish children were taught at home by their
parents, the adults who knew best how to touch
their hearts and minds. Parents would lead
their children – each according to his or her
inclination – along the road of discovery, infusing
the experience with Jewish values.
Fast-forward to our current situation. Classroom
schooling is the norm, with all of its advantages
and disadvantages. For most of us, turning back
the clock to home schooling is not an option. Yet
we can still implement King Solomon’s perceptive
approach by sharing Jewish studies with our
children at home. The options are as broad as
your imagination and as personalized as your
child’s fingerprints.

Learning with Your Children
Can you spare five or ten minutes a day? Jewish
learning doesn’t have to be formal or time
consuming. In fact, Slovie Jungreis-Wolff, author

of Raising a Child with Soul, is wary of turning
Torah into an academic subject. “You don’t want
it to feel like homework. Your child should sense
that knowledge of Torah brings you joy. If this is
something you can get excited about, your child
will feel the passion and share your enthusiasm!”
She advocates using bedtime as a natural venue
for younger children. The cell phone is turned off.
The lights are low. Now is the time for a story.
Instead of Cinderella, why not tell them about
Queen Esther? What about the story of David,
the shepherd who faced Goliath and later became
king of Israel? “If you don’t know where you’ve
come from, you don’t know where you’re going,”
intones Slovie, pointing out that Jewish history is
replete with enthralling stories that can anchor a

child to his glorious heritage. With older children,
pick a Jewish chapter book and read one chapter
a night with them.
There are loads of Jewish children’s books on the
market, and they’re all available with the click of
a mouse. (Try Feldheim.com and ArtScroll.com
for starters.)
Parents who prefer a more formal approach
find that setting aside a specific time to learn
Torah with their child gives the activity greater
importance. Don’t push too hard, though. As
one parent in Phoenix found, “By the time
night comes, they’re tired and I’m tired and the
prospect of sitting down for an extended period
of time doesn’t work for either of us. So I learn

with my five-year-old for five to ten minutes, max.” Even at that rate, you
can accomplish a great deal on a subtle level. The message is that this time is
important to you, that Judaism is worth sharing.

Do a FLiP!
A fun way to involve everyone in the family is to try a Family Learning
Project, à la King Solomon. This is more labor intensive than a bedtime
story, but the results are worth it. The average FLP could take a month or
so, but you can adapt the timing to your family’s needs. All you have to
do is pick a topic or theme: let’s say, the upcoming holiday of Sukkot.

And the younger you start, the easier it will be to continue as your child grows
up. Approach a teenager suddenly with the proposition, “Hey, want to learn
some Torah with me?” and you can expect to see his eyes roll. But if you’ve
been spending time together studying Jewish topics on a regular basis since
childhood, it’s easier to keep the door open to shared Torah study as well as
meaningful discussions on the Jewish views of sexuality, responsibility, ethics
and values.

As a parent, you have the advantage of knowing your children’s
interests, talents and learning capabilities. Your job is to tailor a project
on the subject that fits each one and set times to work with each child
individually. (Don’t be afraid to ask your local rabbi or teacher for ideas!)
For example, if a child is:

How Can I Teach If I Don’t Know Enough?
Don’t worry. There is nothing wrong with answering a tough query with,
“That’s a great question. Let’s try to find out the answer!”

Auditory: find age-appropriate books and read to him. Play CDs with
stories or songs on the subject.
Artistic or hands-on: have her draw, paint, or create decorations for
a Sukkah. (If you have your own Sukkah, you can hang their creations
there, or you can donate them to your synagogue or school Sukkah.)
Older kids can have fun – and learn a great deal – building a real Sukkah!
(Ask a rabbi about the requirements.)

Can you spare five or ten minutes a day?
Jewish learning doesn’t have to be
formal or time consuming.

Inquisitive: If your child likes to hunt down information like a
detective, write up some questions on Jewish customs or history related
to the holiday that can be researched in libraries or online. Display the
questions and answers on a chart.

Take the initiative to contact a rabbi or Jewish outreach person in your area.
He or she may be able to pinch-hit for you, answering questions as they arise.
Chances are, you will be guided to a local resource where you can learn more,
or the rabbi himself may be available to mentor you and/or your child on a
regular basis. You don’t know until you ask.

Creative: have the child write a poem, create a dance, sing a song – or
design a PowerPoint presentation!

One resource, available nationwide, is ToTal, a series of educational programs
that is a project of the Afikim (Wellsprings) Foundation. For example, working
through a Hebrew school, synagogue, or any group, ToTal can bring you a
Mitzvah Fair that is “ToTally Awesome!” The fair is a rich kaleidoscope of
music, food, prizes, exhibits, and booths that teach about Israel and the
basics of Judaism through multi-media, arts & crafts, contests and games.
ToTal also offers a notable online B’nei Mitzvah club – geared to young
people approaching Bar- and Bat Mitzvah age: “It’s a year-long party and
you’re totally invited!” It’s not Bar Mitzvah training; it’s much more. In the
➲
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There are study opportunities mushrooming in virtually every Jewish
community, and it’s worth looking into them. Many outreach initiatives focus
on the entire family, offering a blend of fun and education. To supplement
local offerings, consider importing a national program to your area.

Set a time (once a week, for example) for the family to get together to
share their projects. (If you read a book with your child, s/he can show
it and talk about it.) If possible, top off the project with a family activity
– in this case, go “Sukkah hopping” during the holiday to see Sukkot in
your neighborhood, or invite your children’s friends to a Sukkah party
at your place.
You can use a FLP to explore any Jewish holiday or concept (such as
charity, visiting the sick, or appreciating nature). How about researching
your child’s Jewish name? If it is a Biblical name, learn all you can about
that Biblical figure and share the info at family FLP meetings. (Biblical
names also give rise to a host of other creative activities related to the
Bible story.) In addition, if your child is named for a relative, share what
you know about that person’s best attributes, so s/he can identify with
those special qualities. Create a Jewish nameplate for the bedroom door.
And after that project is done, make it a point to call the child by his or
her Jewish name on a regular basis, like every Shabbat, or at bedtime.
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Bnei Mitzvah Club, kids learn from Judaism how to be happy, successful,
and to achieve the things they want in life. It’s about goals and values, selfconfidence, Jewish pride, and facing tough issues. Check out these and other
programs at www.totally.org
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Torah Links is a dynamic organization that operates innovative programs
primarily in New Jersey, many of which have been replicated in other
parts of the country. The organization also operates four Hebrew schools
that completely redefine that venue, encouraging parents’ participation in
numerous family-oriented activities. To find numerous enriching learning
opportunities no matter where you live, go to www.torahlinks.org.

The younger you start, the easier it will
be to continue as your child grows up.
Just Say Shema!
One highly successful program pioneered by Torah Links is Just Say Shema,
based on the classic Jewish prayer affirming that there is only one G-d. The
initiative began in 2008 as “a revolutionary opportunity in prayer,” offering
live classes and discussions, as well as online resources in the form of
interactive classes, email messages, and downloadable lectures. Just Say

will soon go nationwide in a new campaign coordinated by Jewish
Unity International, an umbrella organization of outreach organizations
across the American continent.
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Shema

JUI is planning to launch Just Say Shema this fall. “We want to demonstrate
the unity we have as Jews, all across the country,” says Shimon Kaminetzky,
executive director of JUI. “Shema is our six-word pledge of allegiance and
it’s written in every mezuzah; there is no more universal Jewish prayer.”
He notes that one of the goals of the program will be to create a dialogue
between parents and children, as they will be learning about the same thing
on different levels.
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In the Bnei Mitzvah Club, kids learn
from Judaism how to be happy,
successful, and to achieve the things
they want in life.
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“When a parent demonstrates that learning about Judaism is vital to him, the
impact on the child is very dramatic,” says Larry Greenman, director of PAT.
“The parent becomes a role model, showing that Jewish learning doesn’t end
after the Bar- or Bat Mitzvah. It’s a lifelong pursuit.”

How can you get in on it this Fall? According to Kaminetzky, “Nothing can
replace a one-on-one, face-to-face, ask-all-your-questions session with a live
teacher in your community. So if you can find a Just Say Shema program in
your immediate area (at www.jewishunityinternational.org), by all means go
for it. But if you live too far from that kind of resource, you can visit www.
justsayshema.com (as of September), and download materials yourself. It’s
not only dynamic, powerful and enlightening – it’s user-friendly!”
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Another direct way to get up to speed for teaching your children is through
Parents Are Teachers (PAT), sponsored by the National Jewish Outreach
Program (NJOP). These are the people who bring you those dazzling “Read
Hebrew America” crash courses and “Shabbat Across America” that take place
in thousands of Jewish centers and schools every year.

PAT programs empower parents by teaching them about Judaism while their
children are in Sunday school. Hebrew reading, Jewish history, and holiday
prep workshops are among the most popular courses. Rather than formal
classroom lectures, PAT participants discuss a well-crafted series of Q&A
discussion guides in a relaxed atmosphere. After a lively adult learning
session, the children may be invited to join their parents. At that point, the
parents are excited about their new knowledge and they readily teach their
children what they just learned. “The electricity is fantastic!” says Greenman.
To discuss bringing PAT to your neighborhood, contact him at lgreenman@
njop.org. You can get a glimpse of all the NJOP programs at www.njop.org.

Just Say Shema will soon go nationwide

in a new campaign coordinated by Jewish
Unity International, an umbrella
organization of outreach organizations
across the American continent.
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If you cannot find a course in your area to teach you what you need to
know, access Partners in Torah for one-on-one mentoring, free of charge!
They will pair up anyone, anywhere in the country, with a “personal Torah
trainer” for over-the-phone Jewish
studies. You set the time, the pace,
and the topic. It couldn’t be easier.
To find out more, go to www.
partnersintorah.org.
No matter what venue you choose,
making Torah a family affair will
render benefits way beyond your
expectations. The reason is simple:
learning Torah with your children
engages not only the intellect, it
captures the heartbeat of our Jewish
heritage in the unique setting of
your home. The family unit has
always been the core of Judaism; in
your own way – learning with your
children in their own ways – you
can make the most of it.
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A Torah Project Full of Surprises
When Joe Nierman noticed that his bright eight-year-old son, Mordechai, was
getting bored in yeshiva, he knew just what was wrong. “I knew he needed a
challenge –a real goal that he wouldn’t be able to achieve too easily,” recalls
Joe, an attorney from Passaic, New Jersey. Joe approached Mordy on his ninth
birthday with a proposal that would have intimidated most kids. He suggested
that they spend the next four years studying Mishnah (the foundation text of
the Talmud) together – and finish all six tractates in time for Mordy’s Bar
Mitzvah four years away.
Mordy’s reaction: “Can we start right now?”
And that’s how their nightly “Mishnah time” started. Joe calculated that they
would be able to complete the project in time if they learn three Mishnayot
a day. That could take as little as twenty minutes or up to an hour. “We saw
right away that there’s a temptation to go over the material superficially just
to stay on track. But I want him to really understand. Sometimes we have to
back up and look at the core of the concept in other sources.”
Though he is yeshivah trained, Joe had never studied the entire Mishnah
before and he knew he would be faced with passages that would be unfamiliar

and difficult. “So I did what any desperate father would do – I called in an
expert.” Joe told a scholarly friend that he was undertaking this project with
his son and asked if they could call with questions that may crop up. “Text
me!” his friend answered. “I’ll try to get back to you with an answer ASAP.”
Joe and Mordy have taken him at his word. Whenever they are stumped, Joe
will whip out his Blackberry and text their expert. “It’s like having a rabbi in
your pocket,” he laughs.

At this, Mordy adds his own take on their relationship. “Basically,” he clarifies
with a ten-year-old’s wisdom, “some little kids think they know better
than their parents, but that’s because their parents don’t explain things to
them. My father doesn’t say, “do this because I said so.’ If he tells me to do
something, I know there’s a reason behind it.” What if he doesn’t agree with
Dad’s reason? “Well… then I do it because he said so,” Mordy grins. “I guess
I’ll understand it later.”

Father and son are equally motivated to make their ambitious plan work.
Along the way, they discovered that it was important to schedule Mordy’s
after-school activities – setting aside ample time for supper, play and
homework – all of which come before Mishnah. Their time for learning entails
mutual accommodation. When Joe lets his son know he is available, Mordy
usually comes running. Sometimes, though, one of them is not in the mood to
delve into Jewish law. “That’s when we have to focus on the goal,” Joe says.
“We kind of look at each other and say, ‘Hey, we can do this. It’s worth a little
push,’ and together we find the energy to move on.”

“The one-on-one study with my son
creates a special time for us. We’ve
gotten to know each other more deeply.
We respect each other more.”

To maintain their sense of accomplishment in the short run, they celebrate
the completion of each tractate with a siyum [see-yoom], a traditional
festivity. For their first siyum, they invited friends and family to a fabulous
barbecue in their backyard. So far, they have completed two tractates and
thrown two parties.
There were more surprises. “I discovered that my son has a much better
memory than I do,” Joe admits. “Sometimes, he’ll recall something we learned
six months ago and connect it to the topic at hand.” Developing the ability to
make those connections has increased Mordy’s motivation and confidence in
school. “It’s a fascinating paradox,” Joe comments. “You’d think that learning
Mishnah at home would make him bored with learning in school, but the
opposite is true. He’s more involved; he feels he’s got inside information.”
Educators involved with Mordy attest to the wonderful effect the project has
on him. When Mordy went away to summer camp, administrators were so
respectful of his father/son learning schedule that they allowed him to call
home every evening to learn with his father. “You can count on one hand the
number of nights we’ve missed in more than a year and a half,” reports Joe.
“It’s not a burden. We’re learning the meaning of commitment.

That trust is a precious byproduct of their joint effort. A warm, solid parent/
child relationship enables mesorah – the transmission of Jewish values
and beliefs from generation to generation. “I feel I’m passing on something
that was given to me by my ancestors,” Joe affirms. “The more our bond
is strengthened, the easier it is to convey the messages that are really
important.”
Asked if they will miss their Mishnah project when it’s over, Joe surmises that
by then, Mordy will be starting high school and will have plenty to fill up his
time. Hearing this, Mordy looks up at his father with a subtle pleading in his
eyes and asks, “Couldn’t we just go on learning, maybe, one little law a day
– something short?”
“You don’t want to stop?” Joe asks playfully. “For how long should we
continue?” Mordy’s answer is swift and decisive: “Until I get married!”
In addition to the people named above, Charlotte Friedland
would like to thank Rabbi Yitzchak Rosenbaum, associate director
of NJOP, Rabbi Shlomo Landau, director of Torah Links of East
Brunswick, NJ and Karen Hochberg, director of Community
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Programs, Afikim Foundatio for their help in the preparation of this

“We discovered so many other benefits too. Of course, the one-on-one study
creates a special time for us. We’ve gotten to know each other more deeply.
In the context of the topic, I’ll tell him things I remember from my childhood,
things that are important to me. And I’m really impressed with Mordy’s
insights and questions. We respect each other more.”
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INVESTING
IN THE

AMERICAN
JEWISH

FUTURE
How one parent
decided to make
a difference
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A

n abundance of statistics
about American Jewish
life may convince you that
American Jews are doomed to
disappear, while others predict a
bright future, if we can get our
act together. But the stats that
impressed David Magerman were
those that invariably connected
Jewish continuity with effective
Jewish education. There was no
getting around it: a whopping 80%
of Jews with six or more years of
day school training are married
to another Jew*, by far trumping
the intermarriage. Moreover, the
numbers indicate that involvement
in the Jewish community is the direct
result of a strong Jewish identity
forged by a Jewish education.

* A comprehensive review of the studies
can be found at http://www.pele.org/docs/
researchstudiesimpact.pdf.

Shani Greenspan and Charlotte Friedland contributed to this article
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He found that while most parents genuinely want to foster a love of Judaism
in their children, they shy away from putting their children in Jewish day
schools for a number of reasons. Chief among these is the cost of tuition.

In conjunction with Partners in Torah,
Kohelet Fellowships offer parents a chance
to catch up on Jewish learning while
reducing the cost of their tuition.

When the Magermans moved to Philadelphia last year, David and Debra
assessed the day school situation and saw that rectifying the tuition problem
must become a community priority. David is a natural problem-solver, and
this was one terrific challenge. He isn’t a fundraising pro, nor an educator.
But someone has to try – why not he?

Joy Goldstein joined David as the interim Associate Director of Kohelet. She
brings years of experience and a passion for Jewish education to her job. In
her own words, “I love the mission of the Kohelet Foundation… I love the
Philadelphia Jewish community and feel privileged to work on these critical
programs.”

The name Kohelet is Hebrew for the biblical book of Ecclesiastes, the hardhitting philosophical work authored by King Solomon in his later years, the
product of his long experience and insight. It pulls no punches, putting into
perspective what is important in this world, and what is futile. Magerman
opted for the name to convey the idea that the world is complex; only a clear
understanding of our problems will help us address them.

Like David, she sees the mission of the organization as two-pronged: to help
families afford tuition, and to help the schools survive and grow. They see the
second imperative as an opportunity for schools to improve their governance,
efficiency, and financial standing. “What Jewish educational facilities really
need,” David says, “is the ability to manage themselves by collaborating with
other educational institutions and outside sources, without the necessity of
resorting to aid from institutions such as the Kohelet Foundation. If I can
bring about that level of competence and efficiency in our schools today,
I will have accomplished my goal, and the Kohelet Foundation will happily
close its doors. Until then, however, there’s plenty for us to do.”

Taking a long, hard look at successful
Jewish day school education, David
discovered that parental involvement
is a key factor.
In less than a year since its founding, Kohelet has made remarkable strides.
One of its programs is TIPSY -- Tuition Incentive Program for Subsidizing
Yiddishkeit – which provides tuition subsidies for schools not currently
operating at full capacity. TIPSY grants provide tuition assistance that will
help fill empty classroom space. Seven prestigious day schools serving the
greater Philadelphia area are enrolled in the TIPSY program for the upcoming
school year.
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It made sense. The more positively you feel about being Jewish, the more
likely you are to value it. So the answer to the perennially “disappearing
Jew” seemed to be increasing the number of children enrolled in Jewish day
school education. Teach the kids – save the future. And that’s where David
hit a snag.
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Family learning reinforces the value of Jewish learning
to the child. When parents and children share what
they learn, both are enriched.
Taking a long, hard look at successful Jewish day school education, David
discovered that parental involvement is a key factor. Children who see their
parents involved in their school and synagogue learn that there is more to
Judaism than schoolwork.
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Toward that end, Kohelet Fellowships – a groundbreaking program designed
to increase parental commitment -- makes its debut this year. In conjunction
with Partners in Torah, the program offers parents a chance to catch up on
Jewish learning. To qualify for the fellowship, parents participate in eight
phone-study sessions with a mentor, covering a set curriculum during each
of two semesters. The sessions typically last no more than 45 minutes and
consist of open, source-based, one-on-one discussions – not a lecture or a
class.
➲
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Unified messaging: Because so much of Judaism is experienced in the home –
from holidays to implementing daily values – parents are able to convey the
same messages learned in school. Consistency is of paramount importance.
The bond between the parents and the school is strengthened. When parents
are better educated about Judaism, they have greater respect for what is
taught in the school. They are “on the same page.”
The value of life-long Jewish learning – whether it is in the realm of character
improvement, knowledge of history or understanding the meaning of life –
can only be taught by example. By showing their children that they, too, want
to discover new aspects of Judaism, parents are sending the powerful message
that every Jewish person needs to connect to our heritage throughout life.

With this year’s pilot program set in
four schools, David aims to set a new
standard for innovative and leveraged
ways to support Jewish day schools
across the country.
With this year’s pilot program set in four schools, David aims to set a new
standard for innovative and leveraged ways to support Jewish day schools
across the country. If successful, the Kohelet Foundation will serve as a
model that can be replicated.
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Partners in Torah is the premier distance Torah learning center in the United
States. It sets up study partners free of charge, pairing up Jews who want to
learn with Jews who want to teach. To date, more than 30,000 pairs of study
partners countrywide can attest to its success. The organization readily
agreed to help the fellowship initiative.
Parents who successfully complete the program will receive a substantial
tuition subsidy from the Kohelet Foundation, but there are other advantages
that go well beyond the pocketbook. The program is based on four core
values that will enhance every Jewish family:
Family learning reinforces the value of Jewish learning to the child. “Do as
I do,” is always a more effective way of teaching than “do as I say.” When
parents and children share what they learn, both are enriched.

The Kohelet Foundation wants nothing less than to give every child a chance
to learn about Judaism first-hand and to give parents the boost they need to
make it happen. The ultimate goal is to turn around the depressing statistics
predicting the demise of American Jewry by increasing Jewish literacy and
meaningful identification with the community.
It’s a formidable goal, but David Magerman doesn’t flinch. He knows that
whether the Jewish community of the future will be vibrant or languish
depends on the number of children receiving a quality Jewish education in
the coming years. It’s true that the Kohelet Foundation is only one small step
in that direction, but he is not dismayed. The Jewish sages of old encouraged
undertaking bold initiatives with the assurance, “It is not for you to complete
the job.” David’s approach is in sync with that wise adage: Let Jewish learning
begin today, and the leadership of tomorrow will soon emerge.
More information is available at www.koheletfoundation.org
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LOOKING
GOOD!

Illuminate your Environment and
Inspire Your Children
with a Refined and Distinctive
Standard of Appearance
by Rebbetzin Feige Twerski

L

ife presents us with a seeming paradox.
The objective of our existence is a spiritual
one – to serve G-d, to observe Torah and
mitzvos, whereby we draw closer to the Divine.
Yet, the context within which Hashem placed us
to achieve this spiritual objective is a physical
one. The medium, the tools through which we
access our spiritual goals, are our daily mundane
activities – eating, sleeping, doing business,
raising children, dressing appropriately, etc.
Hence, the Torah perspective is not one of denying
the physicality of our lives but quite the contrary,
recognizing that everything we do and everything
that we have is for the specific purpose of using it
in the service of the Al-mighty. In Jewish thought,

the spiritual and the physical plans form an
organic whole, a seamless tapestry dedicated to
achieving our mission.
The Midrash relates that the angels of Heaven
objected when Hashem was about to give Moses
the Torah. How can it be, they protested, that the
Master of the universe would give His greatest
treasure to flawed mortals? G-d turned to Moses
to respond to this challenge. “Of what use,” Moses
countered, “would this Torah – a body of law and
code of conduct – be for you angels? Do you eat
or drink, do you have parents that you need to
honor?”

This exchange reminds us that the Torah is relevant
only to humans who have feet of clay. It is an
essential guide to climbing the proverbial ladder,
the bottom of which stands on the ground, but as
it towers heavenward reaches for G-d’s will. The
challenge, however, is to engage the world of the
physical, as we must, and not be consumed by it.
The key is to be ever mindful that the material in
our life is a means to an end.
The Kabbalists refer to the nature of the roles
of body and soul in our life’s journey as that of a
horse and rider. Certainly, the rider is of greater
significance. But it is equally true that the rider
cannot navigate, cannot reach his destination
without his horse. In this metaphor the horse is
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viewed as our bodies, the corporeal physicality
of our lives, without which the soul could not
attain its goals. Therefore, we are enjoined
to attend to the needs and well-being of our
“horse,” feed it, groom it, keep it happy and
functioning at an optimum level.
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A great Chassidic master, in his final words on his
deathbed, cautioned his son who was ascetic to
the point of being dangerously detached from his
physical needs, “Be very careful, my son, because
a small hole in the body creates a huge hole in
the soul.” Since the Master of the Universe, in
His infinite wisdom, has seen fit to dispatch us
to a physical world with its compelling needs,
this becomes the context for our service to G-d.
These physical tools should not be denied or
eschewed, but instead should be embraced and
utilized, albeit within the confines of the Torah
mandate.

The value of taking care of ourselves is captured
by a parable offered by our Sages. Our bodies
are likened to the statue of a beloved monarch,
erected in the town square as a tribute by his
grateful subjects. Great attention is given to
the maintenance of the statue – it is washed,
polished, and cared for meticulously. To allow
it to become stained, grimy or sullied would
represent a serious neglect of the king’s honor.
Similarly, we are advised, we must be scrupulously
concerned for the human body, its good health,
cleanliness, and appearance, all an expression
of our regard for something that bears the image
of our Creator. To be inattentive or to treat our
bodies cavalierly is tantamount to an act of
disrespect to the King who has shaped us in His
likeness.
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With a proper perspective, looking good and presenting ourselves in a
pleasant and attractive manner is a sanctification of G-d’s name. It reflects
our awareness of the fact that we are not merely accidents of nature or one
of billions or trillions of creatures upon the earth. We are, each of us, a child
of Hashem, invested with a piece of Himself – and that calls for pride in the
way we look and in the way we carry ourselves.

To be inattentive or to treat our bodies
cavalierly is tantamount to an act of
disrespect to the King who has shaped
us in His likeness.
Witness the Kohanim, the elite legion of G-d’s servants of the Bais Hamikdash,
who wore regal garments that attested to their special status and closeness
to Hashem. Additionally, let us remember that on Shabbos, the holiest day of

Additionally, in order to maximize one’s ability to serve Hashem and bring
one’s potential to fruition, one needs a reasonable measure of self-esteem,
an attitude of positive affect to oneself. Unquestionably, towards this
end, the external affects the internal. A person’s outer appearance is not
inconsequential to their regard for their inner self. Indeed, a pleasantlooking, put together presentation can liberate one’s ability to perform with
confidence and execute life’s demands with greater competence.
When our forefather Jacob first encountered the Pharaoh, Pharaoh inquired
of the patriarch as to his age. Jacob answered that he was 130 years old,
and that those years were few and wretched. Our Sages note that Yaakov
forfeited 33 years of his life, one year for every word of his tortured response.
According to the numbers, it appears that Pharaoh’s question was included in
the count. Why, the commentator asks, was Jacob punished for the number of
words in Pharaoh’s question? They weren’t Yaakov’s words!
The response given is that Jacob’s appearance begged the question. He was so
weighed down by the tragic events of his life that he wore them on his visage,
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the week, when our connection to the Ribono Shel Olam is at its loftiest, we
celebrate, in great part with the special attire we wear. Indeed, we commonly
enhance our appearance in the company of dignitaries, all the more so when
we come closer to the Source of our essence.

and for that he was accountable. Clearly, we are not Jacob, but certainly there
is a lesson to be learned here. Everybody pays their dues in life. Nobody
gets a free ride – but there is also the good stuff. Our appearance, the face
we present to others, especially to our families, and most importantly to
ourselves, should reflect an upbeat, positive affect.
Creating an atmosphere of light, contentment and joy – regardless of the
circumstances of one’s life – is perhaps the greatest gift a person can give
those entrusted into their care. Bringing positive energy into an environment
can be the most powerful force and motivator imaginable. Practically
speaking, this means that our behavior in speech, dress, and in the way we
carry ourselves should convey the message to ourselves primarily, and to
others secondarily, that one needs to be attractive but not attracting.

Creating an atmosphere of light,
contentment and joy – regardless of the
circumstances of one’s life – is perhaps
the greatest gift a person can give
those entrusted into their care.
Assuredly, people must take care to always look pleasant, clean and
appealing. Not to do so would reflect negatively on the God whose imprint
one bears. Ideally, a person’s outward appearance should reflect their
nobility and inner worth.
By maintaining a refined, distinctive standard of appearance and demeanor
amidst a society of ever-greater decadence and eroding values, we exude a
special light, illuminating the path of spiritual growth for our families, our
communities, and the Jewish people. There is no teacher more powerful than
behavior modeled.
May the almighty crown our efforts with success and bless us with an
abundance of joy and nachas from our families and future generations. May
we all be inscribed for a happy and healthy new year.
Rebbetzin Feige Twerski of Milwaukee, Wisconsin has devoted her life to
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Jewish education and outreach, giving lectures worldwide on a myriad of
Judaic subjects. She is acknowledged as both imaginative and inspirational
by audiences everywhere. She is also noteworthy as an example of a woman
who has managed to balance her responsibilities as a mother of a large
family with her role as a leading public figure throughout her career in
Jewish education.

To register for her LIVE, INTERACTIVE teleconference
call classes visit www.torahcall.com
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a new image:

partners in torah website
facelift sets stage for dramatic
new enrollment initiative

As Partners in Torah laid out its plans for 2009,
it identified new and aggressive enrollment as
one of its priorities. With this in mind, the
decision was made that it was time to replace its
decade-old website. A team of state-of-the-art
web-developers got to work at designing a new
site to keep up with the continuously expanding
organization and to reflect both Partners in
Torah’s objectives and standards.
Six months in the making and now live for
two months, the new website offers visitors an
immediate picture of Partners in Torah’s mission
and the various programs they offer, as well as a
glimpse of the people they serve.
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Background
Partners in Torah was launched in the early
1990s as a day-school based parent-ed program.
It offered parents unschooled in Jewish learning
a personalized opportunity to keep up with
their children’s Jewish education. As the appeal
of the personal approach to Jewish learning
grew, Partners expanded into synagogues and
community Ys. In 1997, the program took a
dramatic new course, offering its signature oneto-one study program over the phone. A website
was designed offering visitors a chance to learn

about and sign-up for their very own Torah
Partner. True to its goal, the website served as an
introduction to Partners in Torah’s approach to
Jewish study for thousands of geographically and
religiously diverse Jews.
With time however, it became increasingly clear
that the design and message as presented some
10 years ago, was no longer serving its purpose.
“When people visited the website,” says Partners
in Torah’s director Rabbi Eli Gewirtz, “they got the
impression that that this program didn’t speak to
the contemporary Jew. It would be easy to shrug
that sentiment off and say ‘we are who we are,’
but first impressions really are important.”

in Torah’s primary goal with the website’s new
design was enrolling new participants. In that
regard the site offers more efficient and useful
registration pages for both mentors and students.
“The site makes signing-up a breeze,” cites Eve
Cantor, Director of Special Projects. The statistics
bear this out. Most recent information has the
site’s traffic up 62% on a comparable scale to
previous years.

Impact
Well, if ‘first impressions’ was one of Partners
in Torah’s goals in designing its new website, it
seems like they’ve scored a 10. Brown University
graduate Jason Miller, a recent Birthright Israel
alumnus, agrees. “I was surfing the net looking
for ways to continue my Birthright journey and
chanced onto the Partner in Torah site. Their
“your Judaism” message really hit home. When I
realized the program was free, I was sold.”
In addition to information about its new Jewpiter,
Kohelet, and myKaddish programs, the site
provides easy-access to Partners in Torah’s
weekly Parsha newsletter, high-end audio classes,
and compelling video testimonials. But Partners

Looking Forward
Future plans for the site include sample learning
sessions and special login pages for students and
mentors. Special study material and information
unique to each participant’s own study experience
will be available though this password-protected
section. Project coordinator Rabbi Yakov Deyo
says “Please God, even more people will be able
to find out about our one-of-a-kind service, and
sign-up – either as a mentor or a student.” Deyo,
who is heading up the new enrollment project
adds, “We’re seeing far more traffic and interest,
and now we’re primed to launch a massive new
student enrollment plan aimed at bringing in to
2,000 new learning pairs. I’m very excited.”

Walking and Running:
Getting the Best of Both Worlds
An interview with Michael Steinberg

I grew up in a completely secular, unaffiliated
home, never setting foot in a synagogue or having
any connection to Judaism. I knew that I had
cousins in New York who were “different,” but I
never associated that difference with Judaism! In
fact, when I would visit friends for Friday night
dinner during my years in law school, I completely
blocked out kiddush and hamotzie and was
totally unaffected by the religious overtones of
the meal.
My attitude towards religion continued into
adulthood, until I became a father. Every parent
thinks that his or her child is a genius, but my son
was asking me precocious, existential questions
that left me stumbling for answers – at three
and a half years old! When he asked me one
day, “Daddy, will the world end before I die
or after I die?” I was flabbergasted. My young
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son, in all innocence, had brought me face-toface with my complete lack of knowledge about
anything spiritual. I decided that for the sake of
my children, it was time to learn something about
our tradition..
I began slowly, attending classes in the local
Reform temple and later celebrating my adult bar
mitzvah there. Over the years, I gradually became
disenchanted with the liberal mindset, and began
to attend an Orthodox synagogue. I also began to
learn Hebrew and listen to Torah tapes, mostly
from the Chafetz Chaim Heritage Foundation,
during my spare time.
My real breakthrough in Torah studying occurred
about eight years ago, during the last siyum
hashas, the celebration marking the completion
of the Daf Yomi cycle. In the Daf Yomi system,
people study one page of Talmud each day, and
complete the entire Talmud every seven and
a half years. The festivities at the siyum were
tremendous, with hundreds of thousands of Jews
participating in every corner of the globe. I was
inspired by the celebration to begin learning the
Talmud myself, and so I called Partners in Torah to
see if they could help me get started. At the time, I
didn’t really know what the Talmud was all about.
I just knew that I wanted to study it. Recognizing
my real needs, Partners in Torah recommended
that I walk before I run, and suggested that I begin
with studying Chumash (the Five Books of Torah)
instead. I was disappointed but agreed to give it a
try, and Partners in Torah set me up with the very
best teacher in the world, Dr. Murray Friedman
of Lawrence. It’s been over eight years, and he
and I have been studying together ever since. We
began by focusing on Chumash, and have indeed
graduated to studying Talmud, just as Partners In
Torah predicted!
When I joined Partners in Torah I had no
expectations and no idea of what I would gain,

but over the years I have been richly rewarded.
I have learned Chumash and Talmud, as well
as classic mussar (a Torah-based approach to
character development) with Murray, and have
discovered how to integrate a Torah mindset with
my mindset as a lawyer. I also learn with three
other study partners, and even lead a Shabbat
study session at our local synagogue!
The entire Partners in Torah experience is one
of the things that had the greatest effect on
my life. It has inspired me to keep growing and
learning, as well as allowing me to develop a
personal connection with my partner Murray, a
tremendously inspiring individual. Our learning
has impacted my life in other ways as well. I have
become more involved in Jewish life in my own
community. My father passed away last year,
and the experience of reciting kaddish for him
this year was far more meaningful because of my
years of learning through Partners in Torah.
Oh, and Partners in Torah has affected my family
as well. My children have learned by example
that regular Torah learning is essential for every
Jew. They see that this is something to which I
have an intense commitment, and they recognize
that Torah is the basis of every Jewish home. My
younger son and I read stories from the Maggid
series by Rabbi Paysach Krohn each night, and we
have grown together in our appreciation of true
Jewish values. I feel better equipped to discuss
Judaism with my children on a meaningful level.
Perhaps best of all, I am no longer afraid of being
trapped by existential questions from my three
year old!
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Over the years, Partners in Torah has impacted
thousands of lives. Jews of every affiliation
have signed up to study once a week over the
phone, and have discovered that their learning
has affected every aspect of their lives. We are
pleased to present an interview with Mr. Michael
Steinberg, a proud member of Partners in Torah
who has been studying with his partner, Dr.
Murray Friedman, for over eight years.

RM: What do you miss most about your football days?

➲ continued from page 28

RM: What is the toughest part of observance for you?

SV: You know I’ll tell you one example. I was working for a company for a few
years and then left and wanted to go back and do some consulting. So I show
up to the company and walk in to the CEOs office and now I have a big beard
and tzizis and a kippah – so they are all looking at me really like they don’t
know what to say. So that’s a challenge – but it’s more like an uncomfortable

SV: You know all football players miss being with 50 men and having the
camaraderie of being in the locker room and working on a team to win
a game, but I don’t miss that because I have camaraderie of my Jewish
community. Whenever I go to a new community, my family is hosted by the
community and it is so warm. They embrace you and love you.
I do miss that rush of my name being called and running through the tunnel
– you can’t get that anywhere in the world and all retired football players

I am passionate about learning. I am passionate about Shabbos.
I apply the same passion that I had for football to my Judaism.
feeling and you get over it. Other times, I’ll run into an old friend from high
school and it’s the same kind of thing. But you know it’s like making waffles!
You buy a waffle maker and the first time you make it, you burn it. The second
time, it’s mushy – finally on the third time it’s golden brown! So with these
types of experiences you get through the challenges and it gets easier.
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When I started keeping Shabbos, I had on the calendar a few friends’ birthday
parties on Shabbos. That was tough – what was I going to do? Keep Shabbos
one week and not the next? No. In Pat Riley’s book, Winner he talks about
planting your feet or you’ll get run over. It’s the same thing in Judaism. In
tennis, for example, if you’re either at the net or at the back of the court
you’ll be ok – but if you are stuck in the center of the court you’re a goner.
I went from zero to 60 really fast in Judaism and a lot of people say take
baby steps or else you’ll crash and
burn. But the passion is still there.
I asked many people – when does
the passion calm down? Well it
never does! As long as you keep
exploring Torah and learning and
growing – the Torah flames are
fully lit. But when you are in
the middle of the court and not
passionate and stop growing well
it just doesn’t work so well.
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feel that. But you know what? When someone says to me “I’ve been struggling
with wearing a kippah outside of shul, and now after hearing you speak, I’m
going to really try and do it” that feeling is immeasurable. It keeps me getting
on a plane to tell my story.
ajs

➲ continued from page 72

To my mind, our focus as a community this New Year should be to turn out
attention especially to our own “green shoots” – the individual signs of growth
and promise in this new time, in ourselves especially, and to nourish them.
We must begin to see Judaism and Torah primarily as a source of growth and
value for individuals and communities and not primarily as a “cause.”
I suspect that the uncertainty in the Jewish world is a result of a gradual
drifting away from the core value to the individual of what it means to
be Jewish. We’ve been so occupied in maintaining Judaism, enabling it to
survive, that we’ve become disconnected from what it is. The shake-up
experienced throughout organized Jewish life has revealed that the vision of
what we’re organizing for is no longer so obvious.
Judaism in every era happens best in the context of learning, for that is the
defining quality of “growth.” I encourage you to read the articles in this issue
about the vital role of learning as a family and among friends. There really are
green shoots all around us – and within us. They are there for one reason: to
grow into the mighty trees that is their destiny. Now is not the time to worry
about the Jewish forest. It is time to water your own tree. Judaism, no doubt,
will be the better for it.
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PARTNER
Auster, Allen
Bahr, Leah
Kamara, Victor
Kreitman, Shlomo
Lewis, Esther
Milch, Illana
Nieman, Chaim
Warner-Lipton, Saar
Lebowitz, Shaindy - Beitar
Pill, David - Brooklyn, NY
Gluck, Leah - Jerusalem
Reiser, Rena - Jerusalem
Yankelewitz, Tzippy - Jerusalem
Erblich, David - Monsey, NY
Silver, Leora - New Brunswick
Feldman, Binyamin - Jerusalem
Lewis, Elisheva - San Juan
Kumayama, Ellie - Glendale, AZ
Barchilon, Marion Grace - AZ
Rosen, Ariel - Pheonix, AZ
Rosen, Ariel - Pheonix, AZ
Moskowitz, Lolly - Phoenix, AZ
Coren, Sandra - Scottsdale, AZ
Frimer, Jennifer - Tempe, AZ
Levidow, Nicole - Tempe, AZ
Bornstein, Elisha - Tucson, AZ
Fox, Rachel - Tucson, AZ
Levin, Julie - Tucson, AZ
Alvarez, Anshy - Alhambra, CA
Kohan, Shawn - Beverly Hills, CA
Halpern, Lisa - Calgery Alberta, CA
Caplan, Bonnee - Carmichael, CA
Kutler, Allan - Long Beach, CA
Haese, Lisa - Los Angeles, CA
Margolies, Daniel - Los Angeles, CA
Pogrow, Sarit - Los Angeles, CA
Ridley, Janna - Los Angeles, CA
Sachs, Avraham - Los Angeles, CA
Sacks, Gila Los Angeles, CA
Stuhl, Jeremy - Los Angeles, CA
Hecht, Harvey - Nappa, CA
Sherman-Alpert, Lindsay - CA
Porat, Yael Oak Park, CA
Lerner, Ellen - Oakland, CA
Walter, Joyce - Orange, CA
Cohen, Marvin - Salimas, CA
Woo, Kelly - San Diego, CA
Epstein, Mark - San Gabriel, CA
Khalouyan, Ron - San Hose, CA
Hollander, Zvi - Santa Monica, CA
Adams-Astengo, Anthony - CA
Wright, Ana - Santa Rosa, CA

Babay, Michal - Tarzana, CA
Schwartz, Donna - Tarzana, CA
Weingarten, Linda - Tarzana, CA
Vardy, Itzhak - Aspen, CO
Sobol, Ruth - Englewood, CO
Vayner, Natasha - Stamford, CT
Sloan, Barbara - Wallingford, CT
Handelsman, Suri - Waterbury, CT
Levison, Leslie - Waterbury, CT
Nugiel, Aliza - Waterbury, CT
Weinshel, Marissa - DC
Gesten, Fred - FL
Burstein, Rajel - Aventura, FL
Golani, Daniel - Boca Raton, FL
Gabel, Michele - Delray Beach, FL
Miller, Debbie - Delray Beach, FL
Koss, David - Golden Beach, FL
Shelton, Elise - Grand Island, FL
Eager, Alison - Hallandale, FL
Koenig-Dengate - FL
Seliger, Eve - Hollywood, FL
Sossin, Samantha - Hollywood, FL
Bodin, Paul David - FL
Abramson, Heleen - Largo, FL
Zeledon-Guzman, Dr.Gloria - FL
Wool, Danny - St. Petersburg, FL
Sadetsky, Tsilya - FL
Freeman, Carly - Talahassee, FL
Pesetsky, Eric - Weston, FL
Ayzenberg, Denis - GA
Shattan, Sharon - Bloomington, IL
Solomon, Lee - Chicago, IL
Bugay, Dianne - Hanover Park, IL
Preis, Sara - Northbrook, IL
Talia Geister - Northbrook, IL
Gaffen, Aharon - Skokie, IL
Valabov, Jacob - Skokie, IL
Arnold, Gila - ISRAEL
Friedman, Sharon - Leawood, KS
Burnstein, Ellen - Dayton, KY
Shimanovich, Yelena - MA
Levin, Klara - Brookline, MA
Hillman, Marilyn - Newton, MA
Peres, Batsheva - Newton, MA
Barry, Brenda - Swamscott, MA
Slovin, Saul - Worcester, MA
Berman, Pinchos - Baltimore, MD
Burdman, Ilya - Baltimore, MD
First, Nechama - Baltimore, MD
Fleischman, Esther Kayla - MD
Gottdiener, Shlomo - MD
Kahana, Ottie - Baltimore, MD
Levitansky, Menachem - MD
Pontos, Aviva -Baltimore, MD
Retter, Simcha - Baltimore, MD
Shorr, Devorah - Baltimore, MD
Wallin, Chaya - Baltimore, MD
Moz, Yasha - Bethesda, MD
Drapatskaya, Rada - Columbia, MD
Stein, Steven - Gaithersberg, MD
Beck, Leslie - Owings Mills, MD
Evans, Bonnie - Silver Spring, MD
Jacobson, Cheryl - Silver Spring, MD
Kalifa, Moshe - Ann Arbor, MI
Mardit, Molly - Ann Arbor, MI
Wolkinson, Este - East Lansing, MI
Stauss, Carrie - Farmington Hills, MI
Morris, Michael -Lambertville, MI
Levin, Sarah - Oak Park, MI
Sarne, Leah -Oak Park, MI
Young, Fayge -Oak Park MI
Walker, Michael - Rodchester Hills, MI
Axelrod, Larissa -St. Louis, MI

Levy, Brigitte -Golden Valley, MN
Potter, Marisa - Minneapolis, MN
Disman, Yuriy - Kansas City, MO
Gibli, Roberta -St. Louis, MO
Hertzberg, Elan - Charlotte, NC
Korn, Devorah - Bergenfield, NJ
Oliver, Harvey - Dayton, NJ
Brand, Stan - East Brunswick, NJ
Klein, Janice - East Brunswick, NJ
Kushner, Stuart - East Brunswick, NJ
Weiner, Sarah - East winsor, NJ
Kamelhar, Avi - Edison, NJ
Kerzner, Kevin -Edison, NJ
Sern, Stacey - Edison, NJ
Schabes, Victor - Engelwood, NJ
Milch, Binyomin - Fair Lawn, NJ
Lewis, Esther - Highland Park, NJ
Rottenstreich, Marla - Highland Park, NJ
Widofsky, Miriam -Highland Park, NJ
Glaser, David - Hillsborough, NJ
Aboud, Moshe - Lakewood, NJ
Bausher, Jason - Lakewood, NJ
Blumenthal, Dovid - Lakewood, NJ
Blumenthal, Shulamit - Lakewood, NJ
Brander, Malky - Lakewood, NJ
Brodsky, Meira - Lakewood, NJ
Deutsch, Devorah - Lakewood, NJ
Dresner, Mordechai - Lakewood, NJ
Dubovick, Yehuda - Lakewood, NJ
Fisgus, Oreah - Lakewood, NJ
Friedlander, Batsheva - Lakewood, NJ
Friedman, Eidy - Lakewood, NJ
Friedman, Miriam - Lakewood, NJ
Greenman, Adam -Lakewood, NJ
Gruber, Shaina -Lakewood, NJ
Gugenheim, Nosi -Lakewood, NJ
Herschberg, Basya -Lakewood, NJ
Homnick, Ahron -Lakewood, NJ
Jume, Rita -Lakewood, NJ
Kirshtein, Jonathan - Lakewood, NJ
Klein, Menachem - Lakewood, NJ
Klein, Shlome - Lakewood, NJ
Kleyman, Tanya - Lakewood, NJ
Kline Lape, Rachel - Lakewood, NJ
Kuperwasser, Hindy - Lakewood, NJ
Mark, Mimi -Lakewood, NJ
Miller, Batsheva - Lakewood, NJ
Miller, Yehudah -Lakewood, NJ
Millet, Meira - Lakewood, NJ
Moses, Simi - Lakewood, NJ
Moskowitz, Bashie - Lakewood, NJ
Nadoff, Chani - Lakewood, NJ
Neiman, Raizy - Lakewood, NJ
Perl, Raizy - Lakewood, NJ
Perl, Rivka - Lakewood, NJ
Rosenbaum, Tamar - Lakewood, NJ
Rosenberg, Frumie - Lakewood, NJ
Rosner, Eli - Lakewood, NJ
Rothman, Sara - Lakewood, NJ
Shapiro, Chaim - Lakewood, NJ
Silberman, Baruch - Lakewood, NJ
Sosnay, Aaron - Lakewood, NJ
Szachtel, Shana - Lakewood, NJ
Szachtel, Yossi - Lakewood, NJ
Ungar, Yehuda - Lakewood, NJ
Weinberger, Naftali -Lakewood, NJ
Werther, Shabse -Lakewood, NJ
Weber, Jonathan -Long Branch, NJ
Shlinger, Aline -Manalapan, NJ
Nugiel, Davida - Morganville, NJ
Steinhauser, Marleen - Morristown, NJ
Dudzinski, Jennifer - New Brunswick, NJ
Rossiello, Dana - Ocean, NJ

Blaivas, Avrumi - Passaic, NJ
Blaivas, Leora - Passaic, NJ
Citer, Judy - Passaic, NJ
Deutsch, Mayer - Passaic, NJ
Neurath, Mimi - Passaic, NJ
Novichenok, Sasha - Passaic, NJ
Schulman, Ellen - Passaic, NJ
Septimus, Zissi - Passaic, NJ
Weinreb, Basyah - Passaic, NJ
Stern, Brandon - Springfield, NJ
Goldberg, Yael - Teaneck, NJ
Gottesman, Mindy - Teaneck, NJ
Cohen, Carol - Toms River, NJ
Beer, Mel - Turnersville, NJ
Krantz, Holly - Las Vegas, NV
Lefkowitz, Hadassah - Las Vegas, NV
Brezner, Tzipporah - Airmont, NY
Laskin, Leslie - Airmont, NY
Shayer, Helena - Baldwin, NY
Cohen, Jean - Belle Harbor, NY
Kleinert, Susan - Bellmore, NY
Akerman, Ruchie - Brooklyn, NY
Auerbach, Yitz - Brooklyn, NY
Bender, Shragy - Brooklyn, NY
Beyda, Shmuel - Brooklyn, NY
Beyderman, Max - Brooklyn, NY
Biller, Shiffy - Brooklyn, NY
Birnbaum, Yosef - Brooklyn, NY
Bookson, Barbara - Brooklyn, NY
Brodt, Abish - Brooklyn, NY
Casen, Sruli - Brooklyn, NY
Cohen, Dianna - Brooklyn, NY
Cohen, Nechama - Brooklyn, NY
Dallal, Esther - Brooklyn, NY
Davis, Nadav - Brooklyn, NY
Diamond, Netsie - Brooklyn, NY
Eckstein, Yitzchak - Brooklyn, NY
Feuer, Yehudah - Brooklyn, NY
Freund, Rechy - Brooklyn, NY
Friedlander, Mordechai - Brooklyn, NY
Friedman, Seymour -Brooklyn, NY
Ganzfried, Ruchie -Brooklyn, NY
Gebus, Michal Tzirel - Brooklyn, NY
Genzler, Sara - Brooklyn, NY
Ghitis, Danny - Brooklyn, NY
Gillig, Shayna - Brooklyn, NY
Goldberg, Ephraim - Brooklyn, NY
Goldberger, Moshe - Brooklyn, NY
Goldburd, Shalom - Brooklyn, NY
Goldstein, Heshy - Brooklyn, NY
Gross, Binyomin - Brooklyn, NY
Gruber, Sora - Brooklyn, NY
Grunfeld, Agi - Brooklyn, NY
Grunfeld, Naomi - Brooklyn, NY
Harary, Rivka - Brooklyn, NY
Hauptman, Tzivia - Brooklyn, NY
Hershkowitz, Esther - Brooklyn, NY
Hoberman, Elly - Brooklyn, NY
Hochberg, Nechama - Brooklyn, NY
Horowitz, Baruch - Brooklyn, NY
Indig, Chaya Sara - Brooklyn, NY
Kahan, Yocheved - Brooklyn, NY

Lock, Rivka - Far Rockaway, NY
Munk, Rochel - Far Rockaway, NY
Rosenberg, Debi - Far Rockaway, NY
Stern, Sara - Far Rockaway, NY
Stone, Chana - Far Rockaway, NY
Teitelbaum, Esther - NY
Tracy, Avraham - Far Rockaway, NY
Oberstein, Mordy - NY
Bilitzky, Chaviva - Floral Park, NY
Erlich, Judy - Flushing, NY
Gass, Yehudah - Flushing, NY
Goldstein, Pessel - Flushing, NY
Kier, Hadassah - Flushing, NY
Lander, Phyllis - Flushing, NY
Mermelstein, Meryl - Flushing, NY
Plaut, Michael - Flushing NY
Somental, Daniela - Flushing, NY
Weiner, Rick - Flushing, NY
Weber, Madeline - Forest Hills, NY
Grinsell, Marcy - Franklinville, NY
Kaplun, Svetlana - NY
Rosenthal, Judith - NY
Amirian, Claudine - Great Neck, NY
Haddad, Shirra - Great Neck, NY
Kalati, Robert - Great Neck, NY
Widman, Michael - Jericho, NY
Keeley, Jessica - Lawrence, NY
Margolese, Josh - Lindbrook, NY
Gerber, Michael (Mutel) - NY
Kisheyev, Andrey - Long Beach, NY
Reichenberg, Yitzchok - Money, NY
Basch, Yakov - Monsey, NY
Blumstein, Esther - Monsey, NY
Brawer, Benjamin - Monsey, NY
Breuer, Levi - Monsey, NY
Burstein, Rhoda - Monsey, NY
Ehrman, Chava - Monsey NY
Eisgrau, Naftali - Monsey, NY
Faerber, Akiva - Monsey, NY
Gordon, Rochel - Monsey, NY
Gruenbaum, Chavie - Monsey, NY
Guttman, Moishy - Monsey, NY
Katz, Yisroel - Monsey, NY
Koff, Frady - Monsey, NY
Kurzner, Naftali - Monsey, NY
Levine, Malki - Monsey NY
Markowitz, Pinchas - Monsey, NY
Plotzker, Leah - Monsey NY
Pollack, Mordechai - Monsey, NY
Richman, Eli - Monsey, NY
Royde, Yisroel Meir - Monsey, NY
Schiller, Shmuel - Monsey, NY
Schmutter, Aviva - Monsey, NY
Schreiber, Baruch - Monsey, NY
Simmons, Chani - Monsey, NY
Susholz, Chani - Monsey, NY
Taub, Shuli - Monsey, NY
Teitelbaum, Chana - Monsey, NY
Warum, David - Monsey, NY
Weber, Shayna Rochel - Monsey, NY
Yager, Tumi Monsey, NY
Suchoff, Miriam - New City, NY
Adler, Caprice - New Rochelle, NY
Hoffman, Mat - New Rochelle, NY
Jacobson, Robert - New Rochelle, NY
Waller, Janet - New Rochelle, NY
Barnoy, Oren - New York, NY
Bennett, Janice - New York, NY
Chalmer, Seth - New York, NY
Gaisan, Deborah - New York, NY
Kronengold, Daniel - New York, NY
Oldenburg, Chantal - New York, NY
Patterson, Abby - New York, NY

Sacks, Adam - New York, NY
Snell, Nancy - New York, NY
Strauss, Draizel - New York, NY
Wagner, Sherry - New York, NY
Yarnell, Danae - New York, NY
Yekutiel, Esti - New York, NY
Zand, Yael - New York, NY
Braid, Aharon - NY, NY
Goldberg, Adina - NY, NY
Hatkoff, Sarah - Nyack, NY
Seidman, Barry - Oceanside, NY
Davis, Paige - Queens, NY
Zeevy, Yossi - Queens, NY
Kleinman, Lior - Regal Park, NY
Aminov, Josef - Rego Park, NY
Tolmasov, Batya - Rego Park, NY
Yeamans, Dorothy - Scardale, NY
Birnbaum, Shirley - Seaford, NY
Sperling, Sam - Seaford, NY
Levy, Chanie - Spring Valley, NY
Meir, Malka - Spring Valley, NY
Narrow, Aryeh Zev - Spring Valley, NY
Neiman, Chana Perl - NY
Orbach, Chani - Spring Valley, NY
Schantz, Laib - Spring Valley, NY
Schwartz, Chava Gitty - NY
Howard, Samantha - NY
Schlefstein, Muriel - NY
Schwartz, Heidi - Staten Island, NY
Strussman, Beatrice - NY
Weiser, Harry - Staten Island, NY
Sanegura, Adam - Suffern, NY
Stern, Esti - Suffern, NY
Wolitzer, Karen - Valley Stream, NY
Akkerman, Tzadok - Wesley Hills, NY
Milworn, Stu - West Hempstead, NY
Dealbert, Batyah - Woodmere, NY
Kirshenbaum, Lester - Woodmere, NY
Soltanovich, Vladimir - Woodmere, NY
Stollman, Shayna - Woodmere, NY
Schwersenski, Elisheva - OH
Cook-Skidmore, Edye - Marion, OH
Henning, Sally - North Canton, OH
Harrison, Chaver - Owasso, OK
Hochstadter, Leah - Ottawa, ON
Silverberg, Shawna - ON
Silver, Gloria - Thornhill, ON
Fleisher, Chaya - Toronto, ON
Magil, Rachelle - Toronto, ON
Singer, Jess Toronto, ON
Schwartz, Abe - Ottawa, ONT
Goldman, Chaya - Toronto, ON
Perla Spinoza, Oscar - Toronto,ON
Einhorn, Ruchi - Toronto, Ontario
Rosenberg, Matthew - Corvallis, OR
Bates, Chaim - Portland, OR
Berris, Jodi - Portland, OR
Berzow, Tuvia - Portland, OR
Bloom, Steve - Portland, OR
Cigan, Becca Portland, OR
Greenman, Robin - Portland, OR
Horenstein, Michael - Portland, OR
Kuttner, Charles - Portland, OR
Liebman, Eric - Portland OR
Northman, Todd - Portland, OR
Pollak, Benny - Portland OR
Grinshpan, Aaron - Bethlehem, PA
Kaplan, Sea - Chesterbrook, PA
Brodsky, Michelle- Mika East - PA
Lenker, Debra - Harrisburg, PA
Zeenkov, Sharon - Lansdale, PA
Kunina, Chaya - Philadelphia, PA
Winderman, Yaffa - Philadelphia, PA

Zlotnik, Angela - Philadelphia, PA
Balk, Ivan - Pittsburgh, PA
Smith, Allison - Pittsburgh, PA
Ganz, Dassy Scranton, PA
Bratis, Jennifer - Shalsont, PA
Burman, Samantha - PA
Schafer, Julia - Yardley, PA
Lehrer, Jacqueline - Cote St Luc, QC
Hausman, Chaya - Montreal, QC
Kagan, Frank - Montreal, QC
Levitch, Gala - Montreal, QC
Yellin, Dena - Montreal, QC
Rubenstein, Gail - Providence, RI
Cohen, Randy - Charleston, SC
Fox, Ken - Charleston, SC
Gaines, Travis - Charleston, SC
Gaines, Yael Charleston SC
Hanik, Todd Charleston SC
Hook, Yoni Charleston SC
Kirshtein, David - Charleston, SC
Kirshtein, Nathan - Charleston, SC
Shanes, JoshCharleston SC
Weinstein, Mitch - Charleston, SC
Zucker, Jonathan - Charleston, SC
Faulkenberry, Grace - Columbia, SC
Erez, Yaakov - Greenfield, SC
Akselrud, Jay - Greenville, SC
Kosofsky, Jaime - Matthews, SC
Epstein, David - Chattanooga, TN
Sadetsky, Renata - Memphis, TN
Bird, Zack - Austin, TX
Serebrenik, George - Austin, TX
Villarreal, Daniel - Austin, TX
Kralik, Janos Mordechai - Bryan, TX
Elfenbein, Ester - Dallas, TX
Frydberg, Aron - Dallas, TX
Weissman, Dov Ber - Dallas, TX
Weissman, Ora - Dallas TX
Landsberg, Leslie - Euless, TX
Lass, Jerry - Houston, TX
Poliak, Nina - Houston, TX
Thum, Brian - Houston, TX
Geller, Amalia - League City, TX
Hubbard, Sandy - Plano, TX
Auerbach, Rhoda - San Antonio, TX
Kramer, Yakov Moshe (Doug) - VA
Levy, Robin Alexandria VA
Altschuler, Larry - Leesburg, VA
Rosenberg, Kim - Richmond, VA
Kaufman, Noah - Vienna, VA
Handlin, Mimi - Seattle, WA
Reback, Joe - Seattle, WA
Schiller, Yehudis - Seattle, WA
Tatel, Chaim - Seattle, WA
Young, Asher - Seattle, WA
Garry, Leah - University Place, WA
Schneider, Steven - Greendale, WI
Irwin, Emily - Madison, WI
Dobrushkin, Feliks - Milwaukee, WI
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Kaufman, Zvi - Brooklyn, NY
Klein, Malka - Brooklyn, NY
Kleinman, Michelle - Brooklyn, NY
Klinger, Fradi - Brooklyn, NY
Kohn, Chesky - Brooklyn, NY
Koth, Esther - Brooklyn, NY
Kuflik, Regina - Brooklyn, NY
Kugelman, Mindy - Brooklyn, NY
Landau, Rivky - Brooklyn, NY
Lang, Dovid - Brooklyn, NY
Lasker, Moshe - Brooklyn, NY
Lax, Leah - Brooklyn, NY
Leifer, Leah - Brooklyn, NY
Lemmer, Rivki - Brooklyn, NY
Levitz, Yaakov - Brooklyn, NY
Levy, Cindy - Brooklyn, NY
Loksh, Liliya - Brooklyn, NY
Mandelman, Janet - Brooklyn, NY
Mann, Nechama - Brooklyn, NY
Markovic, Leah - Brooklyn, NY
Matyas, Yoel - Brooklyn NY
Milstein, Alison - Brooklyn, NY
Neuman, Penina - Brooklyn, NY
Packman, Nechama - Brooklyn, NY
Piekarski, Leah - Brooklyn, NY
Piligromova, Elizabeth - Brooklyn, NY
Reiter, Michael - Brooklyn, NY
Rimpel, Rena - Brooklyn, NY
Rosenblatt-Hershstein, Orah - NY
Rosenblum, Chana - Brooklyn, NY
Rosenthal, Eliyahu - Brooklyn, NY
Scharf, Noach - Brooklyn NY
Schechter, Dov - Brooklyn, NY
Schwartz, Jodi - Brooklyn, NY
Seville, Lee - Brooklyn, NY
Shaulov, Shlomo - Brooklyn, NY
Shum, Leo - Brooklyn, NY
Siegel, Shiela - Brooklyn NY
Silverberg, Nechemia - Brooklyn, NY
Simkhayev, Efraim - Brooklyn, NY
Soroka, Surie - Brooklyn, NY
Srebro, Meira - Brooklyn, NY
Steinman, Chanie - Brooklyn, NY
Stroh, Yitzchok - Brooklyn, NY
Tenenbaum, Avrohom - Brooklyn, NY
Thurm, Ruthie -Brooklyn, NY
Unger, Yitty -Brooklyn, NY
Weinbaum, Tehila - Brooklyn, NY
Weinberger, Alter - Brooklyn, NY
Weinreb, Raizy - Brooklyn, NY
Weinstein, Rivka - Brooklyn, NY
Weissman, Yechiel - Brooklyn, NY
Wercberger, Aviva - Brooklyn, NY
Wiederkehr, Hephzibah - NY
Wikler, Meir - Brooklyn, NY
Woitovich, Simcha - Brooklyn, NY
Yusifova, Larisa - Brooklyn, NY
Zetooney, Ellen - Brooklyn, NY
Zyskind, Sruly - Brooklyn , NY
Berendt, Jason - Charleston, NY
Reiss, Richard - Commack, NY
Stoller, Rosalyn - Conders, NY
Wing, Joshua - Delmar, NY
Berzansky, Rachel - Fallsburg, NY
Altabe, Lisa Far Rockaway, NY
Aronovitch, Avi - Far Rockaway, NY
Berman, Yaacov - Far Rockaway, NY
Carrey, Zev Far Rockaway, NY
David, Tzippy - Far Rockaway, NY
Frenkel, Pamela - Far Rockaway, NY
Friedman, Pinky - Far Rockaway, NY
Halpern, Shmuel - Far Rockaway, NY
Kreindler, Yakov - Far Rockaway, NY
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editor

from the

Green Shoots
For the first time in my memory, it seems like Jewish people around the world
are approaching this New Year with a subtle measure of trepidation. Last
year, you may remember, we approached it with outright panic. As the sun
was setting on the previous Jewish year that Monday evening, it also seemed
to be setting on the New York Stock Exchange and the world economy. The
synagogue was the safest place to be those next two days, and many felt that
burying their face in a prayer book was all they could do anyway.
This year, things are far less scary. The economy has been showing “green
shoots” the last few weeks (as I write this) and there is relief spreading
around that the worst is really over. On the other hand, a new spirit of unease
seems to have settled in. There is an uncertainty in the air and many of us
are just not sure what kind of year this is going to be. The shake-up in the
economy shook up a lot of assumptions – about organized Jewish life and its
institutions and about our relationship
with them.

by Dovid Goldman

So if my observation is correct and their really is a very out-of-character
uncertainty going around, one question is: why now? Here are my thoughts:
A unique characteristic of the last century was a necessary but unfortunate
preoccupation with “saving Judaism.” Jews who didn’t much care to save
Judaism either assimilated or their children did. Those who embraced
Judaism did so in large part to promote “continuity,” to keep the flame alive.
Sure, lots of individuals embraced Judaism because, as the Creator did when
surveying His creation, “they saw it and it was good.” They liked what they
experienced and said “sign me up. This is mine.” But the enterprise of Judaism
– for all the streams – was defined heavily by a leadership trying to save it
and keep it going.
In short, Judaism became “a cause.” This is all backwards and perhaps it is
time to turn it around. Yes – it was 100%
correct after the Holocaust. If not for the
heroes who served the cause of Judaism
we wouldn’t be here at all. But it is still
backwards. Just as a parent is defined
by caring for their child – and giving to
and loving and raising them, Judaism –
specifically as expressed in the enterprise
of Torah – is here for the ultimate good of
you and me. When a child has to care for a parent, he must. And there was a
time that Jewish people had to care for Judaism. But it was backwards.

Now is not the time to worry
about the Jewish forest. It is time to
water your own tree. Judaism will be
the better for it.
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There have always been standard
questions
and
doubts
and
disagreements and conflicts in Jewish
life – but they were all just an ongoing
expression of a Jewish experience we
were all familiar with. Reading Jewish
publications today, talking to community leaders and listening to rabbi’s
sermons, I, at least, get a distinct feeling of a community unsure of itself in
a new sort of way.

Historically speaking, that is a surprise. From biblical times on through the
Era of the Talmud and the continued dispersion of the Jewish people across
the globe, one description of the Jewish community that was always on the
mark was that we were – in the Biblical parlance – “a stiff necked people.”
The Maharal of Prague once pointed out the positive side of us being a stiffnecked people: We were so sure of ourselves, he said, because we cared
enough about the truth to want to be right.

Judaism has always thrived as the expression of the greatness of Jewish
people. The more we thrived as individuals and families and communities,
which we did with the Torah as our guiding light, the grander Judaism naturally
became. Judaism is meant to be experienced first and foremost as an intimate
relationship with the Good in creation, and ultimately becoming yourself an
expression of that good. It is an ongoing process of learning more and more
deeply and subtly what is really good and what is just an imitation.
➲ continued ON page 68

